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Did You Know Over 3,000 Of Your Peers Already Have 24/7 Access To Over 50
Professional Development Courses And 560 Hours Training?

There’s A 
Revolution Sweeping
Through Mental 
Health Professional
Development…

Dear Practitioner,
Finding high quality professional development
programs is challenging. There are rarely
programs of interest offered in your proximity.
Even if there is, they are usually cost prohibitive.
And not to mention the imposition of sacrificing a
day or evening.
Well, you now have an alternative. An alternative
that over 3,000 of your peers are ALREADY
taking advantage of. Counselling Academy is the
largest professional development educator in
mental health in the country. Counselling
Academy has over 50 courses, 560 hours of
training, and over 3,000 registered learners.
Here’s why Counselling Academy is the latest
revolution sweeping through mental health
professional development…
Access Courses 24/7
You can access Counselling Academy courses 24
hours a day, 7 days a week. All courses are
delivered and assessed online for your convenient
access.
No More Arguments With The Family!
You’ll never again have to sacrifice a day or
evening to a professional development event.
Simply progress through courses at your own
pace, when you have time. You can even save
your progress and return at your convenience.
Only The Highest Quality Courses
The quality of professional development training
can be variable. Excellent practitioners don’t
always deliver great training. Counselling
Academy has a team of highly qualified and
experienced practitioners and curriculum
developers. All courses are developed to the
highest industry standards, ensuring you get
consistent, predictable, high quality training.
Enhanced Learning Experiences

Courses are delivered utilising the latest
technologies. Many courses blend video and
textual content to enhance your experience. There
are progressive assessments throughout courses,
which are immediately assessed upon completion.
Incorrect answers are identified for easy review;
and you can re-do assessments.
Continuous Development
No other provider that we’re aware of is as
dedicated to ongoing course development. The
Coaching Academy team releases, on average, a
new course every 2 weeks. That’s 25 new courses
released each year. This means you always have
new and topical courses to do.
High Quality; But Low Investment
Quite simply, there is no better way to access
such a huge range of quality programs at such a
reasonable investment. Traditional workshop
delivery is expensive. The presenter needs to
spread costs such as room and equipment hire;
marketing; preparation and delivery time; and
materials across limited attendees. This results in
high costs to you. All up, one workshop can cost
you several hundred dollars. Counselling Academy
courses are amortised across hundreds of
students, meaning you get high quality training
for a low investment.

Claim Your FREE Course NOW

For a limited time you can get a free
Cognitive Behaviour Therapy Course. The
course includes 6 hours training, video
demonstrations, and online assessments.

Simply go to
www.counsellingacademy.com.au/promo
and follow the directions.

counsellingacademy
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They claim to be
counsellors or

psychotherapists
on the one hand

but have joined the
rush to register for

rebates by
identifying as

psychologists or
social workers on

the other.

I have noticed over the last few
months some editorials written by
executive members of professional
bodies that seem to be following a
common theme. That theme is about
explaining why these professional
bodies do not have to do anything for
their members. They tend to follow

the famous JFK statement of “Do not ask what your
country can do for you but what you can do for your
country”. The irony of JFK asking others to sacrifice
personal needs whilst satisfying his own sexual
appetite with multiple partners as a married man and
father does not leave me. My point being it is easy
when you are in a leadership position to ask of others
what you are not capable of giving yourself. Or to ask
others to do without what you have. To suggest
potential members should not ask, “What do I get in
return for my membership?”, is like a bank suggesting
that you should be happy that your money is safe with
them but that to expect interest on your deposit is just
pushing the relationship too far. Surely just because
the bank has a good reputation does not mean if they
want my money they should not give something in
return. Is it asking too much to expect an organisation
to work as hard for my money as I have worked for
it? 

I often wonder if the reason why there is an
expectation that counsellors should accept nothing for
something is that ours is a giving profession.
Therefore, as counsellors we should expect to give in
every sense and expect nothing in return. One
wonders if such an attitude would be considered
healthy, particularly when we are working to help
others feel good about themselves. If an established
association truly believes that membership should not
include benefits and services then should this not be
reflected in the cost for membership?  If volunteers
undertake administrative duties and there is no
intention to develop membership benefits and
services, which means there are no overheads in
regard to rent or wages, then how could any such
association justify high costs? As the CEO of the
largest professional body of counsellors in Australia, I
am well aware of costs. If ACA were able to charge
members nearly $200 per year for membership and
we produced no benefits or services and paid no
wages or office rent, I can only say we would be well
off even if we only had 500 members as opposed to
3000. It is no wonder that counselling is among the
top five worst-paid professions in the country if this
type of mentality is perpetuated from the top.        

I must admit my job would be far easier if I could just
say to members that they should just be happy their
credibility is assured now that we have accepted their
membership and money, that is the end of our
responsibility to them, and we’ll see them when their
renewals are due next year. It is crucial that
membership to a professional body adds credibility to
a member’s credentials. If an association is going to
charge you several hundred dollars for membership,
however, then it is a long stretch to suggest you are
not owed anything beyond kudos. As a member,
surely I have the right to ask, “What am I going to get
for my money?” To suggest that members should not
ask this question is, from my personal point of view,

simply an active form of promoting apathy from
within the profession. 

Many wonder why the government does not seem to
take us seriously as a profession. Well it would seem
we do not take ourselves seriously. We are a
profession that prides itself on self-sacrifice and not
questioning those who are perceived to be experts.
We rarely examine issues of self-interest from those
from within our profession who continue to be
outspoken critics. There are some from within our
own profession who actually disagree with ACA and
PACFA working together for Medicare rebates and the
development of an independent national register.
Their reasoning is based on standards, a fall-back
position that always makes a good superficial
argument. Rarely does the argument have any depth,
let alone being supported by any legitimate research.
This argument, however, is effective at stalling
momentum, which is generally fatal and possibly one
of many agendas, including elitism.  

“Standards” is the fall-back position of detractors who
believe only the elite and fortunate should practise in
the first place. Their credibility, however, takes a
significant tumble when one realises that these same
critics actually already have access to that which they
are trying to deny us. They create the most noise in
regard to objecting to working constructively with us
and prefer to be obstructionist through their pretence
of concern for the profession and public. They claim
to be counsellors or psychotherapists on the one hand
but have joined the rush to register for rebates by
identifying as psychologists or social workers on the
other. They are chameleons, whose self-identity
changes to suit themselves and the circumstances.
Self-interest is what drives them to work to prevent
registered counsellors and psychotherapists from
accessing rebates. This situation must be considered
obscene to any registered counsellor or
psychotherapist and certainly flies in the face of social
justice. These self-interest groups continue to attempt
to derail the work undertaken by the ACA/PACFA
joint working party. This working party is about not
only equity for the profession whilst maintaining the
high standards that already exist but is also about
giving Australians more access to, and choice of,
mental health services.

I can only talk for myself but my focus in regard to
working for the joint working party and ACA
members on this issue will not be turned by critics,
regardless of what form they take. And I will also
ensure that members continue to get their money’s
worth through membership benefits and services. At
ACA, we ask what it is we can do for our members,
not what can they do for us. 

ACA
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Members of the public, government and business
world all gain some insight into your standing and
qualifications as a counsellor through the letters you
use after your name. It is tempting for some to use
irrelevant letters that refer to qualifications and
memberships you may have that are relevant to non-
counselling work, primarily to look good. In Freudian
terms your “super ego” is working well if you do not
have this need. As tempting as this may be, it is
misrepresenting yourself as a counsellor and is
unethical; not necessarily illegal, but definitely
unethical.  The letters a counsellor uses must outline
their qualifications transparently and more importantly
in context with their work as a counsellor. The only
exception to this rule would be using letters that refer
to titles that have been conferred on you by the
government such as the Order of Australia, or Justice
of the Peace. 
It is very easy for members of the public to become
confused as to what all those letters that follow your
name mean. As a counsellor you may know what they
mean and the primary reason you use them is to
reflect that you hold relevant qualifications in the
service you are offering and you also that you meet
accountability through membership to a relevant peak
body. It can look very impressive having a load of
letters after your name (or may simply be confusing)
but have you considered your ethical responsibilities
when using these letters? Are you actually
misrepresenting yourself as a professional, even
unintentionally, by using letters that are irrelevant to
the service you are offering?  Or even worse,
intentionally using irrelevant qualifications and
memberships to give an impression you are more
qualified as a counsellor than you are. Members of the
community can be easily confused; they are not aware
in many cases what relevance a qualification may have
to your practice and they take them at face value in
most cases. It is our responsibility to inform the public
accurately of what our credentials are in relation to
our practice as counsellors. If you are like me and
hold many qualifications and some memberships that
are not relevant to my practice as a counsellor, what
can you do? 
I hold several memberships and qualifications that are
irrelevant to my practice as a counsellor. I also have
letters I am entitled to use from my military service.
These are not shown on my counsellor business cards
as they are irrelevant to my practice as a counsellor. I
actually have several business cards; each one is
different and shows different information with each
being relevant to each separate position I hold within
different organisations. Therefore they are all used in
context. The only time they all come together is on
my CV, website or as an author, as these platforms
allow me to fully explain their relevance and the
reader can put them into context, something that
cannot be done on a business card or brochure.        
Although probably not illegal, there is definitely a case
to be heard in regards to an ethical breach in regards
to misrepresentation if a counsellor is reported to be
using letters inappropriately. Letters generally refer to
two parts of the credentialing process, educational
qualifications and professional registrations

(memberships).   

EEdduuccaatt iioonnaa ll   QQuuaa ll ii ff ii ccaa tt iioonnss
The letters you use on your business cards should be
relevant for the purpose of the business card. On my
business card that I use as a counsellor to advertise or
use in a networking situation to profile my services as
a counsellor, I only use my counselling qualifications.
That way anyone looking at my card will know exactly
what my qualifications in counselling are. I have
several qualifications that I do not include on my card
as they are not specific to counselling and to use them
could be seen as intentionally misrepresenting myself.
An example of how you could leave yourself open to
a charge of misrepresentation would be, you hold a
Masters of Arts in Political Studies and a Diploma of
Counselling, and on your business card put John Doe,
M.A., Dip. Couns. The M.A. is irrelevant to your
practice and qualifications as a counsellor as it is not a
counselling qualification. A client could easily form the
opinion that your M.A. is in counselling as your
business card is profiling you and you are holding
yourself out to be a counsellor, not a political analyst.
From an ethical perspective this is misleading to the
point of being intentional. 
Another example is, John Doe has a doctoral degree
(or PhD) in Historical Studies and a Master of
Counselling. Their business card as a counsellor
should only note the Masters degree, as the doctoral
degree is irrelevant. Again, to put it on a business card
that is profiling you as a counsellor as you are holding
yourself out to be a counsellor, the term Dr or PhD is
misleading. Most members of the Australian public
would expect the connection of Dr or PhD to be
directly relevant to your qualifications as a counsellor,
not a history buff. Your card should show John Doe.
M. Couns not Dr John Doe, or John Doe PhD, M.
Couns. The card should read John Doe, M. Couns.
The only time it would be appropriate to use the title
Dr or PhD without reference to the subject it was
gained in, would be if you are profiling yourself in an
environment where the level of the qualification is
more relevant than the subject of the qualification. 
A good example of this would be in an academic
environment where a large proportion of the lecturers
are PhD qualified and are employed on the basis of
holding a relevant PhD. Although even in this setting
the PhD is generally relevant to the subjects taught. A
lecturer at a University would use the title Dr or PhD
on their business card as a lecturer at a University
regardless of the faculty they worked in. However, if
you work in a counselling practice as well, you may
need to drop the PhD or Dr from your title on your
counsellor business card if it is irrelevant to your
practice as a counsellor. To use the one card for both
purposes would also be misleading.  
According to Wikipedia
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Doctor_(title) “Some
consider it bad etiquette for recipients of an honorary
degree to use the prenominal Dr unless they are
otherwise entitled to do so, but some do so
nonetheless. The prenominal Dr is in any case
acceptable in formal contexts at the institution which
granted it.”  Therefore for transparency and ethical
reasons anyone with an honorary title who chooses to

Professional Credentials & Ethical Representation
By Philip Armstrong B.Couns., Dip. App Sci. (Couns)
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This process also
demonstrates to

the public that you
have met industry
standards and are

accountable.

not follow this etiquette and use the title Dr or PhD
outside of the institution it was granted, should include
the word “Honorary”, for example John Doe, PhD
(Honorary) on their card. Non disclosure of the
conferment being purely an honorary one from a
counselling context and as a member of ACA would
be deemed as unethical.   

PP rrooffeessss iioonnaall   RReeggii ss tt rraatt iioonn  ((mmeemmbbeerrsshhiippss ))
Membership and registration to a peak body such as
ACA is important as it demonstrates two important
factors in regards your letters. One, that you have
voluntarily put forward your qualifications and
professional experience to be audited by a
professional panel, to meet standards that are
generally higher than most government mandated
authorities, and being more vigorous than State based
bodies due to the process being undertaken by
professional staff. Two, your qualifications have been
acknowledged as being relevant and of a high enough
standard to be listed on a National register that is
administered professionally after passing such a
process.  This process also demonstrates to the public
that you have met industry standards and are
accountable. This is reflected in your agreement to be
accountable to a specific professional code of conduct
and ethics set by the peak body.  
To demonstrate your membership and registration to
ACA on your marketing material and business card
you use the letters MACA or ‘Member of the
Australian Counselling Association.’  You may also
wish to include your registration number ie Reg #
1111.  Again, you should not use memberships to
other non relevant bodies that will either confuse
recipients or give an impression that may be
misleading. For example, I was once an associate
member of a division of GPs in Brisbane. I could use
that membership unethically to give an impression I

have something to do with GPs, whereas the
membership was simply a networking one and is
irrelevant to my practice as a counsellor. To have
referred to this membership could have been seen as
misleading however it was definitely irrelevant.
Following are two examples of how and how not to
use letters.

11..  HHooww  nnoott  ttoo  rreepprreesseenntt   yyoouurrssee ll ff
John Doe has a PhD (in Physics), Master of Arts
(History), Bachelors degree in Counselling and is a
member of ACA and is a Fellow of the Physics
Society. He uses the following letters when referring
to his counselling practice:
Dr John Doe, PhD, MA, B. Couns MACA, FPS.

22..  CCoorrrreecctt   eetthhiiccaall   rreepprreesseennttaa tt iioonn
The ethical and appropriate use of the relevant letters
would be John Doe, B. Couns. MACA
Example one would have anyone naturally believe that
John Doe held a doctorate degree in counselling as
well as a Masters. In reality his highest qualification is
a Bachelor’s degree. The use of the letters is
misleading and has been used unethically to give the
impression his qualifications are far higher than they
are as a counsellor. The use of letters to indicate his
fellowship are also irrelevant, membership to a
Physics Society are irrelevant to his counsellor
practice and therefore should not be noted. 
Example two gives an accurate and true picture as to
John Does’ qualifications and membership as a
counsellor through the correct use of his letters. 
All counsellors have a responsibility to understand the
correct use of letters in an accountable and
transparent manner, as well as an ethical duty to do
this appropriately. 

ACA
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In addition, the
client with severe
depression can
lapse very quickly
into feelings of
hopelessness and
despair, triggering
suicidal thoughts.

AAbbss tt rraacc tt
This article discusses the application of counselling
skills to a client with depression.  The article will
cover the definition of depression, the possible
causes of depression and the types of treatments
likely to be seen within counselling.  It will be seen
that there is currently no definitive treatment for
depression but rather a range of possible
treatments including medical intervention, practical
advice, provision of other services and counselling.
Most people have experienced feeling ‘down in the
dumps’, perhaps about a relationship, work or the
future.  When the mood is severe, lasts for more than
two weeks and interferes with our ability to function at
home and work it is considered to be depression
(Black Dog, 2005).  Signs of depression include a loss
of confidence, difficulty in concentrating and making
decisions, inability to settle, sleeping too much or not
being able to sleep and changes in eating habits
(Healey 2005, p. 23).  Individuals with depression can
become sad, feel hopeless and lose their zest for life.
They may experience a lack of pleasure in hobbies
and pastimes they previously enjoyed and in
motivation for usual activities.  There may be a
slowing down of thoughts and actions, a feeling of
fatigue and loss of energy (AIPC 2000, p. 210).  A
depressive person may find their thoughts are
dominated by a specific problem and this self-pre-
occupation can drive others away.  Often the
depressive person desires the attention and affection

of others and the inevitable rejection causes them to
withdraw socially (Kennedy & Charles 1990, p. 202).
Until recently, depression was thought of as a single
disorder which could only be differentiated by the
severity of the symptoms (Prendergast 2006, p. 20).
It is now believed by many that depression is not a
single, distinct medical condition, but rather one that
can be experienced by people in different ways. There
continues to be considerable debate, however, on the
classification of the various forms of depression. 
Prendergast (2006, pp. 22-26) suggests that there are
classifications even within the broad descriptions of
‘mild’ and ‘severe’ depression, however, there are
some common symptoms. Mild depression is
diagnosed when a person has depressive symptoms
that impact on their life, but they can still function on
a day to day basis.  With moderate depression the
person usually has a detectable reduction in self-
confidence, no interest in normally enjoyed activities
and a real lack of motivation.  Healey (2005, pp. 16-
17) believes that severe depression causes
considerable distress and the symptoms will likely be
severe enough to be noticed by others. In addition,
the client with severe depression can lapse very
quickly into feelings of hopelessness and despair,
triggering suicidal thoughts.  
Depression can have an acute onset or can appear
gradually over months or even years (AIPC 2000, p.
208).  The reasons why a person can become
depressed are varied.  Some people become

Counselling the client with depression – is there a
definitive treatment?
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depressed as a consequence of illness, a severe loss,
bereavement, chronic unemployment (Geldard &
Geldard 2000, p. 197) or there may be an organic
reason for the depression such as problems with body
chemistry (Hudson-Allez 1997 as cited in AIPC 2000,
p. 208). There is also strong evidence of some people
having a predisposition towards developing depression
(Healey 2005, p. 23).  According to Black Dog
(2005), depression is generally caused by a mixture of
pressure combined with a vulnerability or
predisposition to depression.  With so many different
symptoms, types and causes of depression it is no
surprise that there is no optimal treatment which suits
everyone.  It appears that there are a number of skills
and techniques which a counsellor can use, depending
on their personal style and the client’s needs.
Regardless of the counselling technique chosen, it is
important that the client understands their rights and
responsibilities with regard to confidentiality and
privacy.  It is also crucial that the client is aware of the
process of counselling and what will be expected from
them.  Counsellors working within an agency may be
required to create a written agreement with their client
regarding the goals of treatment, mutual and individual
responsibilities and the length of the therapy.
Counsellors working within a private practice may
wish to adopt a less formal approach.  What is
apparent, however, is that a contractual approach
engages the client from the beginning, gives structure
to the sessions and allows evaluation by the counsellor
and the client (Sutton 2000, p. 157). 
Once the practical matters are completed, the
counsellor can identify the client who needs to be
referred for specialist counselling and/or medical or
psychiatric assessment (Geldard & Geldard 2001, p.
248).  In order to achieve this, the counsellor needs to
develop a practical understanding of the
multidimensional treatments, both medical and
psychological for depression.  The current opinion is
that treatments should be selected according to the
clients’ type of depression.  Depression that has a
biological origin is more likely to require medication
and less likely to be helped by counselling alone
whereas other types of depression respond similarly to
medication and counselling (Healey 2005, p. 24). It is
also vital that the counsellor establish whether the
client is having suicidal thoughts.  How the counsellor
deals with a suicide client may depend on their agency
rules (if they work in an agency) but strategies will
probably include; attending to the anger behind the
depression, looking at alternatives, looking for the
trigger and focusing on the client’s ambivalence
(Geldard & Geldard 1998, pp. 261-273).  The
counsellor should also gain input from their supervisor
in this situation.
The client may inform the counsellor that they are
taking medication for their depression.  Knowledge of
the likely side effects of particular medications are
important in counselling because they can effect the
way a client presents themselves within sessions.
According to Black Dog (2005), current
pharmacologic treatments for depression comprise of
drug treatments (antidepressants) and
Electroconvulsive Therapy (ECT).  A person with

depression may be administered antidepressants to
help elevate their mood. The type of depression and
the client’s symptoms will determine the type of
antidepressant that is suitable. 
Antidepressant drugs act in different ways to increase
neurotransmitter levels which appear to be low in
many cases of depression. Various medications can be
prescribed, including; Monoamine oxidase inhibitors
(MAOIs), Tricyclic antidepressants and more recently
serotonin reuptake inhibitors.  Side effects for tricyclic
antidepressants include dry mouth, blurred vision,
constipation and urinary retention (Atkinson et al
2000, pp. 592-593). There are a number of dietary
restrictions in the use of MAO inhibitors and
individuals who use this medication are required to
avoid any food or drink that contains tyramine. This
substance is present in a number of common foods,
including cheese, coffee and raisins.  A person taking
a MAO inhibitor may experience an extreme and
sudden elevation in blood pressure if they eat foods
containing tyramine (Falvo 2005, p.196).  Examples
of serotonin re-uptake inhibitors are the brand names;
Prozac, Anafranil and Zoloft.  These newer drugs tend
to produce fewer side effects than the older
antidepressants but can still cause nausea and
diarrhea, dizziness, inhibited orgasm and nervousness
(Atkinson et al 2000, p. 593).  
Electroconvulsive therapy (ECT) is used primarily for
severe depression when other treatments have not
worked.  This form of treatment involves a mild
electric current applied to the brain to produce a
seizure similar to an epileptic convulsion.  Some
people report a side effect of memory loss before the
treatment and an inability to retain new information
for a month or two after treatment (Atkinson et al,
2000, p. 594). ECT has been used as a treatment for
depression for over 50 years and is still the most rapid
and effective treatment for acute severe depression
(Pardell & Stein 2003, p. 90).   
Many people, however, are not comfortable about
taking psychotic drugs or ECT and there are also
portions who do not respond to these treatments
(Corney1989, p. 166).  For these people, there are a
number of therapies, such as cognitive behaviour
(CBT) and interpersonal therapy that have repeatedly
proved successful in treating depression (Corey 2001,
p. 488).  These therapies differ in strategies, however,
they all aim to develop a trusting relationship between
the counsellor and the client.
CBT can be extremely useful for some individuals with
depression but not everybody will find it useful (Healey
2005, p. 25).  According to Parker (2004, p. 117),
clients who seem to benefit from CBT have good
coping skills, are responsible and relate well to the
counsellor.  In CBT, the counsellor is interested in
assisting the client in making alternative
interpretations as it is thought that people with
depression often hold negative thoughts about
themselves without considering circumstantial
explanations.  The counsellor does this by asking the
client to examine their thoughts and beliefs and trace
them back to earlier experiences in their lives.  The
inference is that the client is arriving at decisions
about themselves without evidence or is being
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influenced by faulty information from the past.
People with depression often carry high expectations
of themselves and these perfectionist goals may be
impossible to gain. There may be a tendency to adopt
polarised thinking and interpreting everything in all or
nothing terms.  For example, a client may consider
that others are always correct but they are always at
fault.  By asking the client if they would be as harsh
on someone else as they are on themselves, the CBT
counsellor demonstrates the cognitive distortions and
excessively critical behaviour.
A client with depression can display avoidance
behaviour which includes inactivity and withdrawal.  In
CBT, the counsellor would refer to the negative side
of these behaviours by asking the depressed client
questions such as: “Will you feel worse if you do not
do anything?” or “What would be lost by trying?”  A
major theme of CBT is for the depressed client to
understand that doing something is more likely to lead
to feeling better than doing nothing (Corey 2001, pp
311:316). Cognitive Behavioural therapy has been
criticised for focusing too much on positive thinking,
as being too technique orientated and neglecting the
role of feelings (Freeman & Dattilio 1992 as cited in
Corey 2001, p. 331).  Furthermore, this therapy does
not appear to benefit people with melancholic or
psychotic depression (Parker 2004, p. 117).  Despite
these criticisms, CBT is considered by many to be a
superior strategy for treating depression.  Parker
(2004, pp. 116-117) disagrees with this evaluation,

suggesting that there is no universal treatment for
depression but each method has specific benefits in
certain circumstances.  
Interpersonal Therapy (IPT) is another therapy
recommended by the Black Dog Institute (Healey
2005, p. 25).  The premise of this therapy is that
depression and interpersonal relationships are
interrelated and for the client to understand how these
factors are contributing to their depression (Black Dog
Institute, 2005).  Interpersonal psychotherapy is a
brief therapy which is based in the present rather than
the past.  In contrast to CBT, this therapy focuses less
on changing irrational and self-defeating thoughts,
instead focusing on existing issues such as unresolved
grief or anger and  difficult relationships (Prendergast
2006, p. 48).  Problems are discussed in the context
of the personal relationships that are involved
(Prendergast 2006, p. 47).  The therapy has three
major goals.  The first goal is to identify the causes
and triggers of the depression.  Then, the counsellor
and the client provide strategies for dealing with the
depression.  The final goal is to acknowledge what
has been learnt and develop strategies for countering
depression in the future.  The four areas where IPT
can be helpful are with unresolved grief, disputes, life
transitions, and interpersonal shortfalls, such as lack of
assertiveness (Parker 2004, p. 119).  Similar to CBT,
this therapy appears more useful to clients with non-
melancholic disorders. 
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To summarise, treatments for depression include
physical therapies, such as medications and ‘talking’
therapies.  Continuing research evaluates the success
of these treatments and new ideas appear on a
regular basis (Healey 2005, p. 24).  According to
Beyond Blue (2007) there appears to be no conclusive
evidence to prove whether antidepressants or therapy
are more effective in the treatment of depression.
Similarly, Prendergast (2006, p. 35) observes that
there continues to be an ongoing debate about the
preferred methods of treatment for depression.  On
the other hand, Parker (2004, pp. 132-137) believes
that the more severe types of depression seem more
likely to respond to medication, whilst a client with
mild depression may do well with counselling as the
prominent treatment.  It would seem, therefore, that
there is no ‘one size fits all’ model, rather, treatments
should be selected according to the type of depression
the individual has (Parker 2004, pp. 132).  Moreover,
Corey (2001, p. 459) believes no single therapy is
sufficient to account for the complexities of human
behaviour and therefore counselling for depression
needs to draw from a number of different approaches.
In brief, it is apparent that there is not enough
evidence as yet to recommend any form of treatment
as the optimal treatment for depression, but rather an

integrated approach may be most effective.
In addition to therapy, the counsellor can also look at
the client’s general lifestyle.  There is evidence that
people with depression experience changes in their
sleep patterns and eating habits (Parker 2004, p. 2)
and may require more exercise (Prendergast 2006).
The client can be encouraged to look at what can be
done in terms of their general health and well-being.
Moreover, by taking an active role in their recovery
the client can gain a stronger sense of control
(Prendergast 2006, p. 56). In order to achieve a
trusting relationship with the client, it is important for
the counsellor to gain an understanding of the client’s
cultural background. For example, clients from some
cultures may consider direct questions to be
discourteous (Geldard & Geldard 2001, p.p. 336-
348).  In addition, it is vital for the counsellor to
familiarise themselves with the client’s family; their
attitude towards the illness; and whether the family
can be relied upon to support the client throughout
the counselling. Lastly, the counsellor will also need to
be aware of services or resources in the community
which may be useful to the client, such as self-help
groups, gyms and community centres (Corney 2000,
p. 171).   
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Finally, a client with depression may be undertaking
different types of treatment simultaneously and as a
result, the counsellor may find themselves working as
a member of a case management team (Falvo 2005,
pp 192-193).  Among other duties, the counsellor
may be required to consult with medical professionals,
refer clients to appropriate specialists, write case notes
for others to understand the case and generally
collaborate with others on the team so that services
are coordinated appropriately and timely (Leahy,
Matrone & Chan 2005, p. 41).  To work effectively
as a member of a team, the counsellor needs to have
a clear understanding of the roles and value of others
in the team (Corney 2000, p. 170), good
organisation and time management skills and efficient
case recording systems (Hawkins 2006, p. 73).  In
addition, there are likely to be cost and resource
factors that will need to be accommodated by the
counsellor (Corney 2000, pp. 170-171).  Finally, it is
important that clients are kept informed and
motivated and that there is a seamless progression of
services during their treatment program.
In conclusion, it is apparent that there are varied
causes of depression and multiple methods of
treatment in counselling.  Factors which a counsellor
should be aware of are; the impact of any medication,
the client’s lifestyle, resources and services which may
be useful and the impact of other service providers

both within the organisation and outside.  The current
evidence, therefore, concludes that an integrated
approach, which takes ideas and strategies from
several therapies and incorporates practical strategies,
may be the most effective method.  
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Comparing the Counselling Profession in the
United States and Australia: A visiting
professor’s narrative.

II nn tt rroodduucc tt ii oonn
This manuscript was the fruition from personal
experience as a professional counsellor and counsellor
educator from the United States serving as a visiting
scholar in an Australian counsellor education program.
This article is intended to represent my own opinions
based upon professional counselling and counsellor
education experiences in two countries, the U.S. and
Australia. The statements herein should be considered
solely my own and not necessarily representative of
counsellor education professionals in the U.S. nor
those in Australia. My focus in writing this manuscript
was to outline the variations and challenges in our
common profession of counselling. It is also my
opinion that the counselling profession is at the
tipping point regarding globalization. While the
profession was historically slow to develop outside of
the U.S., this situation is rapidly evolving, as
evidenced by the proliferation of counselor education
programs in Asia, Australia, Africa and Europe (IAC,
2007). The International Counseling Association
(IAC) has seen its membership grow steadily over the
past several years and IAC’s international conference
is becoming increasingly more popular. 

BBaacckkggrroo uu nn dd
There are many similarities between the counselling
professions in Australia and the U.S. Most notably,
counselling professions in both countries have fought
turf issues with other helping professions (Standard,
2007). While the struggles are similar, the Australian
Counselling Association and the American
Counseling Association are in different places on
the continuum regarding professional matters
(Armstrong, 2007). The counselling profession in the
U.S. has witnessed numerous professional victories
regarding counsellor licensure, acceptance in the
workplace, and a large increase in graduate counsellor
training programs. Legislation is also pending before
congress that would provide historic gains, such as
counselor’s ability to bill Medicare in independent
practice. Naturally, professional victories are a by-
product of the political process, whereby a profession
finally gains enough traction to create a groundswell
of support both from society and in legislative and
judicial bodies to effect success. In Australia, though
the same professional issues apply, there is far more
ground to be gained due to the relative youth of the
profession. Because the counselling profession in
Australia has “not arrived” to the extent of its more
established relations (e.g., psychology and social
work), political victories are much more difficult to
attain. The recent decision on the part of the
Department of Human Services in Victoria not to
credential counsellors (Armstrong, 2006) is a notable
professional setback. Naturally, setbacks are to be
expected, and the counselling profession in the U.S.
has experienced many prior to achieving landmark
victories in credentialing, access to insurance billing,
and in lobbying state and national legislative bodies. 
Counsellor education programs in the U.S. have
existed primarily since the 1950’s, coming on the

heels of the Soviet satellite Sputnik launch. Originally
conceived as “guidance” training programs to prepare
gifted U.S. high school students for science majors,
counseling has evolved into disparate fields focusing
on school counseling, rehabilitation counseling,
addictions, mental health counselling, marriage and
family counselling, etc. (CACREP, 2001). In the U.S.,
counselling is almost entirely a graduate profession,
requiring aspiring professionals to complete a master’s
degree in the desired counseling specialty (e.g., mental
health counseling, marriage and family counselling,
etc.). The majority of graduate counsellor education
programs in the U.S. are two to three years in length,
depending on the particular counselling specialty, state
requirements, and the institution offering the degree.
Counsellor education programs in the U.S. are almost
exclusively offered through an institution’s the College
of Education, though some programs are in the
College of Arts and Sciences (usually in Psychology
departments) and at least one is located in a medical
school. For U.S. counsellors, state licensure is the
primary credential, while national certification has
emerged as a voluntary area of specialization for most
counselling professionals. In Australia, however, no
such credentialing body exists for counseling programs
as neither the Australian government nor state and
territorial governments has yet opted to regulate the
counselling profession, expressing the opinion that the
field is best operating under self-regulation
(Armstrong, 2006). This is the exact opposite from
the U.S., where as of August 2007, 49 of 50 states
have passed counselor licensure, as have Washington,
DC, Puerto Rico, and Guam (Remley & Herlihy,
2007). California, the only state without counsellor
licensure, is also considering pending legislation that
would license counsellors. State licensure was
originally to protect the public, as politicians became
concerned that the mental health professions could
not adequately regulate themselves (Remley & Herlihy,
2007). In absence of government intervention, the
Australian Counselling Association has recently
decided to serve as the credentialing body for the
Australian counselling profession, offering counselors
the option to become “Registered.” Registration is the
recognized term for Australian physicians,
psychologists, social workers and other helping
professions, and serves a similar function as licensure
in the U.S. 

PP rrooffeessss iioonnaa ll   II ss ssuueess
Accreditation has also become very important to the
U.S. counseling profession. The primary accrediting
body for the U.S. counselling profession is the
Council for the Accreditation of Counseling and
Related Educational Professions (CACREP, 2001).
CACREP was founded in 1981 as a professional
credentialing body to set one unified standard for
disparate counsellor education programs (CACREP,
2001) much in the fashion the American
Psychological Association (APA) has done for
psychology. Credentialing of counsellor education
programs, or counselling “courses” as they are called
in Australia, is the purview of the Australian
Counselling Association, requiring counsellor
education programs become registered with ACA.
The Australian Counselling Association is then
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essentially in a position of acting as the credentialing
body. This is not without precedent, as APA accredits
U.S. programs in Psychology; APA however, does not
grant licenses, as that is the role of state boards of
psychology. CACREP, while an independent
credentialing organization, is made up of members of
the American Counseling Association and its
affiliates and is ipso facto an affiliate professional
organization. The larger concern in Australia is that as
the counselling profession unregulated, there are no
restrictions on use of the term “counsellor”. Currently,
anyone in Australia can hang a shingle and advertise
themselves a counsellor, unlike in most U.S. states
where the title and scope of the term “counselling”
are state regulated, just as that of “psychologist”.
Naturally, when counselling is unregulated the
consumer seeking services is in a more vulnerable
position as the “counsellor” may have no training
whatsoever in the field. Furthermore, without a
professional regulatory board, who does the aggrieved
client file an ethical complaint with (Remley and
Herlihy, 2007).
One of the most concerning issues for any profession
is the duplication and proliferation of professional

organizations (Canfield, 2007). This phenomenon is
as evident in Australia as in the U.S. While the
American Counseling Association is counseling’s
flagship organization in the U.S., ACA has 19
divisional affiliates operating semiautonomously, none
of which require their membership to join ACA. In
some cases divisional affiliates actually compete with
ACA for membership (e.g., American School
Counselors Association and American Mental Health
Counselor’s Association). Both the American School
Counselors Association (ASCA) and the American
Mental Health Counselors Association (AMHCA)
have held serious discussions regarding disaffiliation
from ACA. Both AMHCA and ASCA see themselves
as the primary organizations promotion mental health
counseling and school counseling respectively, and
ACA actually becomes a competitor for membership,
money, lobbying in congress and so forth. In
Australia, fractionalization also remains a concern.
The Australian Counselling Association exists
alongside the Psychotherapy and Counselling
Federation of Australia (PACFA), the Australian
Guidance and Counselling Association (AGCA), and
professional counselling and related organizations in
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each Australian state and territory. While all such
organizations represent the profession, it can pose
difficulty for beginning counselling professionals and
graduate students to discern which organization to join
as no one key organization representing the
profession (Geoghegan, 2007). In the U.S., the
American Counseling Association and the American
Mental Health Counselors Association have
separate conventions. Despite the fact that a joint
convention would attract more counselors, reduce
duplication costs, and promote sharing of resources,
the two affiliate organizations continue to operate
separately and offer separate conventions. When U.S.
state and regional counselling organizations are
included, each requiring membership fees, and holding
annual conventions, the issues becomes even more
acute and confusing. This division within the ranks has
also rankled relations between the affiliates. Two years
ago, ACA’s Executive Board actually considered
disaffiliating AMHCA, though that did not occur.
Regardless, fractionalization and competition for
membership and resources remains a sensitive and
troubling issue for the profession both in the U.S. and
Australia.
Australia has experienced similar turf competition. In
2006, when the International Counselling

Conference was held in Brisbane, the Psychotherapy
and Counselling Federation of Australia declined to
participate. This decision was very disappointing in
light of the fact that it marked the first time an
international counseling conference has been held in
Australia. Further disappointing was PACFA’s attempt
to become the regulating body for the counselling and
psychotherapy profession. PACFA didn’t bother
consulting ACA prior to sending out their request to
the government’s Department of Human Services
(DHS), despite ACA being the largest professional
organization representing Australia counselors
(Armstrong, 2006). Had PACFA and ACA been able
to marshall their considerable energies for the
International Counselling Conference and in a
jointly sponsored report to DHS, it is likely such
action could have served as a uniting force for the
profession. Sadly, it seems the counselling and
psychotherapy professions in Australia have often
emulated their colleagues in the U.S. by continuing
professional turf rifts which ultimately weaken
professional identity. A recent agreement by ACA and
PACFA to jointly develop a framework for an
independent national register for counsellors
represents a thaw in relations between these
desperate professional counselling organizations.
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Though tensions still exist, the conjoint project offers
hopes, especially as the CEO’s from both
organizations are working together (Armstrong,
2008).

MMeemmbbeerrsshhiipp
From an outsider’s perspective, membership in the
Australian Counselling Association seems somewhat
more complex than its American counterpart, as
delineation is made between practitioners, professors
and other counseling professionals. The Australian
Counselling Association offers the following
membership categories: 
Non-Practicing: Registered members are counsellors
who have completed an ACA approved course of
study, however do not practice counselling in any
form.
Practicing: Registered members are counsellors who
are deemed to be registered with the ACA as eligible
to practice as full members of ACA.
Qualified: 
(a) Successfully completed a counselling course that is

approved by ACA.
(b) May or may not have completed any supervision.
(c) Has less than three years post training experience.
Professional:
(a) Successfully completed a counsellor training course

approved by ACA.
(b) Have undergone a minimum of 50 hours of post

training professional supervision within a three
year period.

(c) Have a minimum of three years post training
experience that can be shown through
documentary evidence and/or employment
statement.

Clinical:
(a) Successfully completed a counsellor training course

approved by ACA.
(b) Have undergone a minimum of 100 hours of post

training professional supervision within no less
than a six year period.

(c) Have a minimum of six years post training
experience that can be shown through
documentary evidence such as supervision and/or
employment statement.

(Honorary and Fellowship categories have been
excluded for space)

NNoonn--RReeggiisstteerreedd  ccaatteeggoorriieess::
Student member:
A student member is someone who is completing
their first ACA approved course of study in
counselling.
Associate Member:
Associate members are members who have an interest
in counselling however do not practice therapy. 
(ACA, 2007, pp. 16-19)
For the American Counseling Association,
membership categories are much simpler. The
categories are as follows:
Professional: For counselling professionals in
counsellor education or professional practice. Requires
a masters or doctorate.

Professional (Retired): For former counsellors who
were practitioners or professors. This category
requires a masters or doctorate in counselling.
Student: Open to students in graduate counsellor
education programs (masters or doctorate students)
Associate: The Associate category is for counselling
professionals who lack a graduate degree in
counseling but have worked within the profession.
Examples of this might be addictions counselors who
often practice without a graduate degree.
(ACA, 2007, p. 1)
The variation in membership between the two ACA’s
likely has much to do with the fact that counselling
profession is older and more established in the U.S.
than Australia. The Australian Counselling Association
also is the de facto credentialing body for Australian
counsellors while in the U.S., each state and territory
has a government body that sets standards for
licensure (or in some cases “certification”). Also, in the
U.S. no membership distinction is made between
counsellor educators teaching in a university program
and professional counsellors working in inpatient or
outpatient clinics. (ACA, 2002)

TThhee  FFuuttuurree  ooff  tthhee  CCoouunnsseell ll iinngg  PPrrooffeessss iioonn
Without question, the counselling profession in both
the U.S. and Australia has made significant gains in
the recent past two decades (Bowers, 2007; Remley
& Herlihy, 2007). In the U.S., the counselling
profession has achieved licensure in 49 states,
Washington D.C. and Puerto Rico. Counsellors also
have recently been approved to work in Veterans
Administrations (VA) hospitals and more and more
counsellors are assuming clinical positions that
formerly were the purview of psychologists and social
workers. According to the U.S. Bureau of Labor
(2008) counsellors represent one of the fastest
growing professions human services field. Likewise,
the Australian counselling profession has seen
significant gains and counsellor education programs
have increased in number. Counsellors have a very
optimistic employment outlook, though they have not
yet achieved the credentialing level of their
counterparts in the U.S. Both Australian and U.S.
counselling professionals still have much work
remaining to achieve parity with their psychologist
and social work colleagues. In the U.S., the fight to
achieve Medicare reimbursement possibly represents
the profession’s greatest challenge, though through
the efforts of the American Counseling Association
and affiliates, the profession is getting closer to the
goal. In some 40 U.S. states counsellors can bill
private insurance, a significantly larger list than a
decade ago and illustrative of further progress and
strength on the part of the counselling profession. A
similar statement could be made regarding Australian
counsellors’ efforts to bill Medicare. 
Certainly the counselling professions in Australia and
the U.S. have made significant strides with regard to
closing the gap with their other mental health
colleagues. Pending challenges for the American and
Australian counselling professions have been noted
(above) and while some issues such as Medicare have
not yet become professional victories, the counselling
professions are in a much stronger position than
anytime in their history. While areas of growth
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remain, counselling is no longer the stepchild in the
mental health family. The largest remaining
challenges, however, are internal and chiefly turf
issues within the profession. Efforts must be made
between the numerous organizations representing the
counselling profession, else fragmentation will
continue to splinter and eventually weaken
professional identity. In the words of the American
cartoon character Pogo, “We have met the enemy
and he is us.”
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11..   IInnttrroodduucctt iioonn  
According to De Certeau (1986): ‘Ethics is articulated
through effective operations and it defines a distance
between what is and what ought to be. This distance
designates a space where we have something to do’
(p199). 
This paper addresses the professional and ethical
implications of working with dilemmas in my practice.
I seek to discuss ‘dilemma’ in terms of ‘a challenge to
therapy as a profession’: an exploration of ‘what is
and what ought to be’. The focus is to identify and
discuss the underlying issues which evolve through
incorporating an ethical framework into my practice,
whilst remaining loyal to a specific therapeutic
method. I utilize virtue theory to demonstrate the
relevance and challenges of embracing an ethical
approach within my practice of Process-Experiential /
Emotion-Focused Therapy (PEEFT). 
The paper begins with an outline of virtue theory, and
an exploration of a ‘virtuous PEEFT’ approach. This
incorporates a discussion on the person-centred
principles and autonomy-facilitating virtues, and on
the trust-establishing virtues as they apply to PEEFT. I
further explore virtue ethics as it applies to practice. I
focus on two case studies whereby I utilize this
framework to assist in understanding and processing
the dilemmas arising from challenging PEEFT
moments. I conclude this exploration of working as a
‘virtuous PEEF therapist’ with reflections on the
implications for future practice: the possibility of

working within a consistent virtuous-humanistic
framework, committed to what we ought to be, rather
than falling into the virtue-lacking realm of what is
acceptable or expedient.

22..  AAnn  OOuuttll iinnee  ooff  VVii rr ttuuee  EEtthhiiccss
Virtue ethics is characterized by an emphasis on
historical virtues. The roots of virtue theory lie in the
work of Aristotle, and the key concepts derive from
ancient Greek philosophy1. Aristotle believed that
living a virtuous life, with a sense of purpose within a
community, is the goal of human living. 
The key concepts include arete (excellence or virtue),
phronesis (practical or moral wisdom), and
eudaimonia (human flourishing)2. Virtue ethics
identifies the habits and behaviours that will allow a
person to achieve eudaimonia. Eudaimonia is an
objective state, characterizing the well-lived life,
regardless of the emotional state of the person
experiencing it. This state, achieved by the person
who lives the proper human life, is an outcome which
can only be reached by practising the virtues. 
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of working with
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A Virtuous Process-Experiential Emotion-Focused
Therapist (Part 1) By Caroline McDougall

1 During the early modern period, virtue ethics lost popularity as the
work of Aristotle fell out of favour. However, it returned to
prominence in the twentieth century, and is considered one of the
three dominant approaches to normative ethics, alonside deontology
and consequentialism.

2 According to Aristotle, eudaimonia is the proper goal of human life,
whereby exercising reason is the soul’s most proper and nourishing
activity.

FAMILY LAW – FREE BOOK OFFER



Alisdair MacIntyre, the main contemporary interpreter
of virtue theory emphasizes how virtues arise out of a
community, profession or tradition. In his
interpretation, virtue theory is regarded as a
communitarian normative approach. 
According to Preston (2001): ‘Communitarianism is a
large umbrella category which assumes that society is
more than the mere sum of its parts and that
individuality only makes sense in terms of association
with others, in community’ (p62). MacIntyre
emphasizes that the central question of morality
concerns the habits, virtues and knowledges around
‘how to make the most of an entire human life’.
Preston (2001) asserts that: ‘Virtue theorists doubt
whether the ethical life is necessarily based on a set of
principles or rules of reason which require deliberation
and calculation’ (p59). Virtue theory emphasizes that
good character, rather than rules and consequences,
are the key elements of ethical thinking.3 The focus is
not on morally permitted actions (how to act), but
rather on the qualities necessary to become a good
person. Therefore the underlying standards are
grasped not through what a virtuous person ‘decides’
but through the virtues of life that enable moral action
to be carried out. MacIntyre emphasises that the
virtues serve to supplement, rather than replace moral
rules. However, because virtues, like customs, can
become outmoded and can vary in terms of cultural
relativism, a central feature of a virtue should be its
universal applicability. 

33..  AA  VViirrttuuoouuss  PPEEEEFFTT  AApppprrooaacchh
a) Person-centred principles and autonomy-
facilitating virtues
According to Sands (2000):

Attachment to a particular theory can restrict and
restrain, engendering tunnel vision and a
dangerous narrowmindedness. A genuinely
therapeutic environment is one is which mystery is
welcomed and becomes the territory. The
unknown takes its rightful place as a site for
exploration. It then loses its power as a prompter
of discomfort (p128).

PEEF therapy is firmly based on humanistic person-
centred and Gestalt principles. The PEEFT
person-centred principles of empathy, congruence and
unconditional positive regard, as necessary therapeutic
conditions, are key moral virtues within a counselling
ethics, and within living a well-lived life. These
attitudinal conditions work in harmony with virtue
ethics4.  Cohen and Cohen (1999) call these
autonomy-facilitating virtues, and assert they: ‘…may
be considered moral virtues in the Aristotelian sense
and not merely counselling styles or techniques’ (p64).
According to Cohen and Cohen (1999):

The virtuous therapist must be empathic and
congruent, and must have unconditional positive
regard for clients and others. These autonomy-
facilitating virtues cannot easily be cast, even
partly, in terms of action-guiding rules; they are
largely emotive in character, and emotions cannot
effectively be prescribed by a set of rules (p73).  

There is therefore a powerful resonance between the
virtue principles and the humanistic (PEEFT)

principles, and also a ‘universal applicability’. Both
acknowledge the important role of emotion. As virtue
ethics does not focus on rules, but on the ‘character of
the person’, this is a useful tool for both PEEF
therapist and client reflection, where collaboration and
achieving emotion regulation are primary. I am drawn
to the emphasis on moral reasoning, and balancing
‘self-interest’ with the interests of others, where
reason and emotion both have a voice. Virtue ethics is
therefore an excellent framework to study our actual
values and the standards of conduct by which we live.
As these values and standards are the principles or
attitudes which we cherish or prize, they are therefore
guidelines for action with moral significance. 

Caputo (2003) asserts that: 
Aristotle was the first to see that ethical life is
stepped in the concreteness and singularity of
situations that are always slightly (and often not so
slightly) unprecedented and also unrepeatable. This
is not to say that we cannot and do not learn from
experience, but that one of the most important
things we learn from experience is to expect the
unexpected, to be ready for everything, including
those things that we cannot be prepared for
(p174).

This is an apt reflection of the moment-by-moment
process in PEEF therapy, where both therapists and
clients learn to expect the unexpected. Virtue ethics,
with its lack of emphasis on rules and the ‘need to be
ready for anything’ provides for the ‘welcoming of
mystery’. It may lead to deeper exploration of self and
others in a PEEFT setting, thus reducing the potential
for discomfort in the pursuit of growth and change.

bb))   TThhee  tt rruusstt --eessttaabbll ii sshhiinngg  vv ii rr ttuueess  aass  tthheeyy
aappppllyy  ttoo  PPEEEEFFTT
Cohen and Cohen (1997) outline the principles of
trustworthiness (trust-establishing virtues) as: ‘Honesty,
candor, competence, benevolence/nonmaleficence,
diligence, loyalty, discretion, and fairness’ (p73)5.  
The main objective in counseling (conditioned by the
counselling attitudes of empathy, congruence and
unconditional positive regard) is to facilitate client self-
determination (autonomy or freedom of the individual
to choose her own direction) and establish and
maintain a therapist/client bond of trust necessary for
free and open communication. 

Hazler and Barwick (2001) assert that: 
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3 This theory is committed to a teleological account of human life,
whereby telos means the ‘goal’ or ‘end’. Within this theory the ‘end
justifies the means’. As an ethical style, this is a consequentialist
approach, where ethical decisions are based primarily on calculating
the good in terms of consequences. 

4 The autonomy-facilitating virtues are: empathy: an understanding of
the clients’ subjective world; congruence: genuine; (the therapist)
permitting herself to be ‘herself in the relationship, putting up no
professional front or personal façade’; and unconditional positive
regard: deep, genuine feeling for the client, that does not depend on
what the client, thinks, feels, or does (Cohen and Cohen, 1999,
pp57-61). 

5 According to Cohen and Cohen (1999), there is a: …distinction
between saying that a therapist is trustworthy and saying that the
therapist is trusted. In this context, trustworthy means ‘can generally
be counted on to keep clients’ trusts.’ A therapist who is trusted by
her clients may not be trustworthy; conversely, a therapist who is
trustworthy may not be trusted by her clients.

A Virtuous Process-Experiential Emotion-Focused
Therapist (Part 1) (Continued)
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PROFESSIONAL CONSULTING ROOMS/OFFICES  
CAULFIELD & SOUTH YARRA  
 
CUSTOM DESIGNED FOR COUNSELLING PROFESSIONALS 
THE MOST PRIVATE ROOMS YOU WILL FIND ANYWHERE 
DAILY OR WEEKLY 
 
Promote your credibility in these purpose built, corporate standard consulting rooms, Designed for clinical or 
organisational services. 
 
Fully Furnished and Fitted with all technology support systems including Wireless broadband internet with 
free email use, eftpos to each room, local telephone calls, after hours security with intercom etc. 
 

• Daily to weekly availability 
• Fees all inclusive 
• Green footprint with energy efficient systems 
• Excellent public transport 

www.consultingrooms.comm.au  
info@consultingrooms.com.au 
03 9823 1100 

 

 



Self Harm:
FEAR OR KNOWLEDGE?

invites you to the second

FPCQ Conference 2008
in partnership with

Self Harm:
FEAR OR KNOWLEDGE?

Saturday 8th & Sunday 9th November 2008 

Rydges Hotel, South Bank, Brisbane 

The FPCQ Conference 2008 has been approved for Ongoing Professional Development for: 
Australian Counselling Association and its member Associations (12 per day)
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To Register
 Fax to 07 3356 4355  

Or
post to FPCQ, PO Box 160, Grange QLD 4051

Registration Form
Title: _____ Name:  _________________________________________ Daytime Phone: ___________________________________________

Position: __________________________________________________ Mobile: ___________________________________________________

Organisation: ______________________________________________ Email: ____________________________________________________

Address: __________________________________________________ Membership Organisation: __________________________________

_____________________________ Post Code: __________________ Membership Number: ______________________________________

Preferred Name on Name Badge: __________________________________________________________________________________________

I would like to attend the following (Please Tick)

Workshops   (Please list preference in order: 1, 2, and 3)

Saturday 8th November

Session One – 11.00am

___ Workshop 1 Counselling Without Self Injury

___ Workshop 2  Self Harm & Self Care

___ Workshop 3  Living with Aspergers

Session Two – 1.30pm

___ Workshop 4  Schema-Focused Therapy 

___ Workshop 5 Brief Therapy No Longer Shallow Therapy

___ Workshop 6 Resilience Coaching

Session Three – 3.30pm

___ Workshop 7 Visual Art Therapy for Young People

___ Workshop 8 Cutting In, Cutting Through - Understanding

___ Workshop 9 Physical Pain Relief Through Self Mutilation

Saturday 8th November - Dinner

___ FPCQ and ACA Gala Dinner for Delegates, Members and 

Partners - $80 per person

Sunday 9th November

Session Four – 9.00am

___ Workshop 10 Triple S Methodology of Suicide Minimisation

___ Workshop 11 Shared Parenting and the Family Law Act

___ Workshop 12 Working with People Affected By Eating
  Issues

___ Forum 10.45am All are encouraged to attend

Session Five – 1.00pm

___ Workshop 13 Recovery Oriented Strategies

___ Workshop 14 Knowing the Insides

___ Workshop 15 Self Harmed – Ask the Survivors

Costs - Conference (excludes dinner)

 Early Bird Both Days One Day

FPCQ Members $400.00 $450.00 $300.00

ACA Members $425.00 $475.00 $300.00

Non Members $450.00 $525.00 $300.00

Early Bird rate applies to 5pm 30 September 2008
Coffee on arrival, morning tea, lunch and afternoon tea incl.

Accommodation- Rydges of South Bank Cost per night

Standard Room $199.00

Superior Room $239.00

One Bedroom Suite $289.00

Add $25 per person for breakfast (maximum 2 to a room)
Please contact ‘Rydges Reservations’ on 07 3364 0800 quoting 
“FPCQ Conference”

Interstate Air Flights 
A number of tickets for direct return flights have been set aside 
at June 08 prices with Virgin Blue. These must be booked 
through FPCQ and not Virgin Blue direct. These must be 
taken up by September 1 2008 on first come first served 
basis.

Perth return ticket $668.00

Adelaide return ticket $308.00

Canberra return ticket $438.00

Melbourne return ticket $360.00

Sydney return ticket $240.00

Payment Details

I am attending the FPCQ Conference 2008 

both / one day(s) $ ________

I am attending the Dinner with ____ Guests $ ________

I am booking return flights from:

 Perth  Adelaide  Canberra

 Melbourne  Sydney, for ____ persons $ ________

Total   $ ________

I enclose a cheque made out to FPCQ OR

Internet Banking
If you wish to pay via Internet Banking, please ensure 
your name is listed on the transfer and also post or email 
registration including printout of the internet payment.

Payment details for Internet Banking 

Financial Institution Commonwealth Bank

BSB Number 064 127

Account Number 10143410

Account Name Federation of Psychotherapists and

 Counsellors of Queensland Inc

Amount Total cost of registration

Description Self Harm Conference

Remitter Name Delegate or Company Name

Credit Card Payment

Please charge my credit card:  

 Bankcard  Mastercard  Visa  

Card Number ________ / ________ / ________ / ________ 

Expiry Date: ____ / ____

Card Name:  ___________________________________________

Signature: _____________________________________________

Enquiries
Phone: 07 3356 4937

Or
Email: secretary@fpcq.asn.au
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Person-centred therapists base their trust squarely
on their belief in the human desire to develop in
positive ways….  Whatever the origins of their
trust, however, all therapists must carry a level of
trust in clients and the process if they are to
proceed with therapy ethically’ (pp110-111).

A virtuous PEEF therapist, through empathy and
prizing, forms a genuine sense of trust in the clients’
ability to gain insight and self-acceptance, and
instigate positive change. Trust, within PEEFT, is a
reflexive process, and vital in a process which involves
tasks and interventions which can be extremely
confronting and challenging for clients. 
According to Elliott et al (2005): ‘Alliance-building
attitudes and behaviours help the client develop trust
in the therapist and in the therapeutic process so that
the client can engage in the often difficult work of self-
exploration and active expression’ (p142).  
In the context of counselling ethics, trust between
therapist and client is of intense value. The virtues
central to this counseling ethic, promoting trustworthy
habits (and trustworthiness), serve to protect
vulnerable clients against exploitation, and bring a
greater awareness of the importance of trust in this
arena. This is particularly relevant in working with
marginalized people, such as those with mental illness,
who may be isolated and lonely, who have a great
mistrust in people, and who may present with
neediness and dependency issues. Furthermore,
frequent and changeable emerging issues, conflicts of
interest, psychosis, depression, resistance, stigma, and
self-stigma evoke challenges to maintaining alliance,
and therefore trust. Change is slow, and may be a
frustrating experience. Within this plethora of
challenges, patience, as a virtue, is an additional
ethically imperative consideration for reflection and
ongoing evaluation working with vulnerable
individuals. In the words of Venerable Traleg Rinpoche
(2002): 

When we engage in dialogue, we need to have
patience, because understanding others who may
be very different from ourselves can take a long
time… The dialogue has to be an ongoing
process… The dialogue has to occur in terms of
understanding differences as much as similarities.

Part 2 will be published in the next edition of
Counselling Australia.
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Name Base Suburb Phone Qualifications PP Hourly Rate Medium
NEW SOUTH WALES

Cate Clark Albury 02 6041 1913 or Face to Face, 
0428 411 906 Grad Dip. Mental Health, Supervisor $75 Phone, Group

Martin Hunter-Jones Avalon Beach 02 9973 4997 MA, A d. Ed Ba Psych, Philos $100 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Jennifer Cieslak Bathurst 02 6332 4767 Mast. Couns., Grad Dip Couns, Supervisor Trng $77 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Patricia Newton Dee Why / Mona Vale 02 9982 9988

or 0411 659 982 RN, Rmid, Grad Dip Couns, Cert CISMFA Trainer, Cert Supervision $100 Face to Face & Group
Carol Stuart Bondi Junction 02 9387 7355 Dip. Prof. Counselling, Supervisor Trng, Workplace Trainer $88, $70 (conc.) Face to Face, Phone
Heidi McConkey Bondi Junction 02 9386 5656 Dip Prof. Couns. Prof. Sup (ACCS) $99 Ind, $33 Grp Face to Face, Phone, Group
Gary Green Brighton Le-Sands 02 9597 7779 MA Couns.(Psych.UWS), Grad Dip Couns.(Spo. Perf. Psych.ACAP), 

Dip T.A.(ATAA), Cert. IV Assess. Work. Train.(ISA), Cert. IV Ret. Man. (ISA) $150 Group and Phone by Negotiation
Thomas Kempley Green Point 0402 265 535 MA Counselling, Supervisor Training $55 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Lyndall Briggs    Kingsgrove    02 9024 5182       Dip. Couns., Dip. Clin. Hypno., Clin Supervisor   $66 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Erica Pitman Bathurst 02 6332 9498 Supervisor Training (ACAP) Adv Dip App Soc Sci (Counselling)

Reg. Mem. PACFA, Clinical Mem. CAPA, Cert IV Workplace Training $85 Face to Face & Phone
Robert Scherf Tamworth (02) 6762 1783

0403 602 094 Registered Psychologist $120 Face to Face, Group
Samantha Jones Lindfield 02 9416 6277 Clinical Hypnotherapist, Supervisor Trng $90 Ind, $40 Grp Face to Face, Group (2 hrs)
Lidy Seysener Mona Vale 02 9997 8518 Cet Couns & Psychotherapy Prof Sup (ACCS), Masters NLP $150 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Sarah McMahon West Penant Hills 0414 768 575 BA (Psych); PG Dip Psych) COA of Supervision (CCC) $100 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Gordon Young    Manly    02 9977 0779    Dip Hypnotherapy, Dip Couns, NLP Trainer, BA (Hons). Supervisor training    $77 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Brigitte Madeiski Penrith 02 4727 7499 Dip Prof. Couns. Dip Womens Dev, Dip PSC, Superv. Trg (AIPC) Neg. Face to Face, Phone, Group
Sue Edwards Alexandria 0413 668 759 Dip Prof Couns, Supervisor Trg (ACCS), CMCCA, CPC, Dip Bus Admin, 

Cert Train & Asses. $88 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Patriciah Catley NSW 02 9606 4390 Dip Couns., Dip . CI. Hypno, Supervisor, Mentor, EN NLP $90 Face to Face
Elizabeth Lodge Silverdale 02 4774 2958 Dip. Coun, Dip. Psych, Dip. Hyp $70 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Grahame Smith Singleton Heights 0428 218 808 Dip Prof Couns, Supervisor Trg (AIPC) $66 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Donald Marmara Sydney 02 9413 9794 Somatic Psych. Cert. Dev. Psych $120 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Dr Randolph Bowers West Armidale 02 6771 2152 PhD., Med Couns. CPNLP,GCHE, BA,CPC, CMACA, RSACA $80 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Jacqueline Segal Wisemans Ferry 02 4566 4614 MA Applied Science, Supervisor Trg (AIPC) $80 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Michelle Dickson Crows Nest 02 9850 8093 or  $100 Ind $80 Grp Face to Face, Phone, Group

0408 230 557 BA.(Hons), PDDip.Ed.(Adult), PGDip.(Child Dev.), Clin.Sup. Stu. Dis & Email
Karen Daniel Turramurra 02 9449 7121 Expressive Therapies & Sandplay Therapy, Supervisor. Traing., (ACCS) $120 / 2hr Session Face to Face
Rod McLure Bondi Junction 02 9387 7752 Supervisor Training (ACCS), Psychotherapist $110 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Brian Edwards Forresters Beach 0412 912 288 B. Couns UNE, Dip Counselling $65 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Brian Lamb Hamilton 02 4940 2000 B Couns, Supervisor Training $88 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Roy Dorahy Hamilton 02 4933 4209 Supervisor Training $88 Face to Face, Group
Lorraine Dailey Maroota 02 9568 0265 Masters Applied Science Supervisor Clinical $90 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Heidi Heron     Sydney     02 9364 5418 or $120 ind/

0414 366 003      AIPC Sup Training, CMACA       $75 grp/2 hrs     Face to Face, Phone, Group
Michael Cohn NSW 02 9130 5611 or

0413 947 582 B.Com, LL.B, Grad Dip Couns (ACAP), Master Couns (UWS) $100 Face to Face, Phone, Group

QUEENSLAND
Christine Perry Albany Hills & Beerwah 0412 604 701 Dip. T., B. Ed. MA Couns, Cert IV Ass & Work Trng $66 Face to Face
Carol Farnell North Maclean 0410 410 456 B Psych (H), B Bch Sc $100 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Rev. Bruce Lauder Fitzgibbon (07) 4946 2992

0437 007 950 Bach Theology $75 Face to Face, Phone
Myra Cummings Durack/Inala 0412 537 647 Dip Prof. Couns. Prof. Supervisor Training (AIPC) $66 Face to Face, Phone
Cameron Covey Eumundi 07 5442 7107 or 

0418 749 849 Grad Dip. (Couns.), BA (Beh.Sci), Prof. Sup (AIPC) $88 Org $66 Ind Face to Face, Phone, Group
Judy Boyland Springwood 0413 358 234 Dip Prof Couns., Supervisor Trg (ACCS) Cert. Reality Therapist, M Ed $75 Face to Face, Phone
Philip Armstrong Grange 07 3356 4937 B. Couns., Dip Psych, SOA Supervision (Rel Aust) $88 Ind $25 Grp Face to Face, Phone, Group
Bob Pedersen Hervey Bay 0409 940 764 Dip. Pro.Couns., Dip. Chr. Couns. Neg. Face to Face, Phone, Group
Gwenda Logan Kallangur 0438 448 949 MA Couns., B. Soc Sc., IV Cert Workpl Ass & Trng, JP (C/Dec) $100 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Boyo Barter Wynnum & Coorparoo 0421 575 446 MA Mental Health, Post Grad Soc Wk, BA Wk, Gestalt $80 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Beverely Howarth Mitchelton 07 3876 2100 Dip Prof. Healing Science, CIL Practitioner $120 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Kaye Laemmle Southport, Gold Coast 07 5591 1299 Dip Prof. Couns., SOA Supervision (Re. Aust) $80 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Dr. David Kliese Sunshine Coast 07 5476 8122 Dip. Prof. Couns. Prof. Sup (AIPC), Dip Clin Hyp. $75 Face to Face, Phone
Dr John Barletta Grange 0413 831 946 PhD, Psych Board Accreditation, Grad Dip Couns, Registered Psychologist $100 Face to Face
Stacey Lloyd Brisbane South 07 3420 4127 or 

0414 644 650 MA (Couns), BA (Psych), Dip.Bus (Mgnt), Cert IV Trng & Asst $90 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Wendy Campbell Eumundi 07 5456 7000 or

0437 559 500 Registered Psychologist $80 Face to Face
Yildiz Sethi Hamilton 07 3862 2093 B.Ed. Grad Dip Couns, Dip Hypnotherapy, NLP Pract. Prof. Sup.,

Family Constellation, Brief Therapist, Educator ACAP, LP Pract. $80 Ind, $40 pp Grp Face to Face, Phone, Group
Dawn Spinks Birkdale 0417 633 977 BA Hons (Psych & Education), MPH, MACA (Clinical) $110 Face to Face, Phone

Register of ACA Approved Supervisors
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Name Base Suburb Phone Qualifications PP Hourly Rate Medium
QUEENSLAND

Catherine Dodemont Grange 07 3356 4937 B SocSci (ACU), MCouns, ACA accredited Supervision Workshop, TAA40104, Face to Face, Phone, Small   
Pre-Marriage Educator (Foccus), CMACA $95 Group, Long Dist. Phone

Edward Riley Hope Island 07 5530 8953 B.Ed. MPA, Grad Dip SocSci (Counselling), MA, Clinical Membership, QAFT $88 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Roni Harvey Springwood 07 3299 2284 Master Counselling, Dipl Appl Sci Comm & Human Serv, 

or 0432 862 105 Cert IV Workpl Ass & Tray, JP skype   $70 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Alison Lee Maroochydore 0410 457 208 Masters Gestalt Therapy $100 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Lyn Baird   Maroochydore   07 5451 0555 or 

0422 223 072      GD Counsell, Dip Psych, SOP Supervision    $77.00 Face to Face, Group
Sharron Mackison Caboolture 07 5497 4610 Dip Couns, Dip Clinical Hypnotherapy, NLP Pract, Cert IV WPA&ST $80 Ind, $25 pp Gr Face to Face, Phone, Group
Frances Taylor Tanah Merah 07 3388 1054 or

0415 959 267 Dip. Prof. Couns., Dip Clin Hypnosis, Dip Multi Addiction $70 Face to Face & Phone

VICTORIA
Deborah Cameron Albert Park (03) 9893 9422 M.Couns (Monash), SOA Supervisor Training,

0438 831 690 M Spec Ed (Spnds) (Deakin) B.A/ (S.Sc) (Deakin) $99 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Claire Sargent Canterbury 0409 438 514 BA Hons Psychologist $110 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Veronika Basa Chelsea 03 9772 1940 BA Dip Ed., MA Prel Ling., Dip Prof Coun., Supervisor Trng $80 Ind, $25 Grp Face to Face, Phone, Group
Miguel Barreiro Croydon 03 9723 1441 BBSc (Hon) Psychologist $90 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Sandra Brown Frankston 03 9783 3222 or 

0413 332 675 B. Ed Stud (Mon), Dip Prof. Couns., Dip Clin. Hyp, Prof. Sup (NALAG & ACCS) $77 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Carol Hardy Highett 03 9558 3980 Dip App Science (Couns) Grad Cert Bereavement Cert IV Asst & 

W/place Training & Adv Dip SO Therapy, Prof supervisor $75 Face to Face, Phone
Michael Woolsey Seaford 03 9786 8006) Registered ACA supervisor $80 Face to Face, Phone
Geoffrey Groube Heathmont 03 8717 6953 Dip. Prof. Couns., Prof. Supervisor Trg (AIPC) $75 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Elena Zolkover Hampton 03 9502 0608 ACA Supervisor, Loss & Grief Counsellor, Adv dip Couns Swinburns, BSW Monash $80 ind / $20 grp Face to Face, Phone, Group
Molly Carlile Inverloch 0419 579 960 RN, B.Ed. Stud., Dip Prof Couns, Supervisor AICD Dip $100 Phone
Gerard Koe Keysborough 0403 214 465 Teach Cert., BA Psych, MA Past Couns. $70 Face to Face
Hans Schmid Knoxfield 03 9763 8561 Dip. Prof. Couns. Prof. Superv. Trg. (HAD) $70 Face to Face, Phone
Sharon Anderson Nunawading 03 9877 3351 Registered Psychologist $90 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Sandra Bowden Rowville 0438 291 874 Dip. Prof. Couns., Prof. Supervisor Trg (ACCS) $60 Face to Face & Phone
Judith Ayre    St Kilda East    03 9526 6958    Dr Coun & Psych, Dip Clin Hyp., Gr.Dip Coun., Gr. Dip Conf. Res., B.A.    $70 Face to Face
Barbara Matheson Hallam 03 9703 2920 Dip. Appl Sc (Couns.) AAI, Prof. Sup (ACCS) $66 Ind, $25 Grp Face to Face, Phone, Group
Rosemary
Caracedo-Santos Ocean Grove, 03 5255 2127 Dip Prof Couns, Cert IV Health Clinical Hypnosis $66 ind, $35 group Face to Face & Phone
Joanne Ablett Phillip Island 03 5956 8306 B.Ed, AdvPract, Cert in Expressive Therapies $60 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Zoe Krupka Seddon 0408 880 852 Cert Prof Supervision $100 Face to Face, Phone, Group
John Hunter Kew East 03 9721 3626 Bach Counselling, supervisor Training $100 Face to Face, Phone
Christopher Caldwell Sassafras 03 9755 1965 Reg Psych $90 ind / $30 grp Face to Face, Group
Donna Loiacono Nunawading 03 9877 3351 Reg Psych $90 Face to Face, Phone, Group
SOUTH AUSTRALIA

Dr Odette Reader Norwood 0411 289 869 Cert IV Training & Assesment, Adv Dip TA, $110 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Kerry Cavanagh Adelaide 08 8221 6066 B.A. (Hons), M. App. Psych. $130 Face to Face, Phone
Adrienne Jeffries Erindale 0414 390 163 BA Social Work, Dip Psychosynthesis $100 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Moira Joyce Frewville 1300 556 892 B. App Sc (Soc Wrk), Cert Mediation, 

Cert Fam Ther, Cert Couple Ther, Supervisor Trng $100 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Anne Hamilton Gladstone 08 8662 2386 RN, RPN, MHN, Grad Dip H Counselling, Supervisor (ACA),

0416 060 835 Master NLP, Coaching and Timeline Therapy $99 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Yvonne Howlett Sellicks Beach 0414 432 078 Reg Nurse, Dip Prof. Couns., Supervisor Trng (AIPC) $100 Face to Face, Phone
Dr Nadine Pelling Adelaide 0402 598 580 M.A. Ph.D Psychologist & Counsellor $100 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Maurice Benfredi Glenelg South 08 8110 1222 Grad Dip Hlth Couns, Dip Counselling and Comm, Advanced Dip Appl Soc Sc $90 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Carol Moore Old Reynella 08 8232 7511 Dip. Prof. Couns. B. Bus HRD, Prof Supervisor $99 Ind, $35 Grp Face to Face, Phone, Group
WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Christine Ockenfels Lemming 0438 312 173 MA. Couns., Grad Dip Couns. Dip. C. Couns. Sup Trng (Wasley) $66 Face to Face, Phone
Dr Kevin Franklin Mt Lawley 08 9328 6684 PhD (Clin Psych), Trainer, Educator, Practitioner $100 Face to Face
Carolyn Midwood Sorrento/Victoria Park 08 9448 3210 MA. Couns. NLP, Sup Trg, Dip Prof. Couns. Cert IV Sm Bus Mgt $110 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Eva Lenz Fremantle 08 9336 3330 Adv. Dip. Edu. Couns., M.A., Religion, Dip Teach $75 Face to Face, Phone, Group
Lillian Wolfinger Yokine 08 9345 0387 Professional Supervison $60 Face to Face, Phone
Beverley Abel Scarborough 08 9341 7981

0402 902 264 Registered Psychologist $110 Face to Face
Deidre Nye Gosnells 08 9490 2278

0409 901 351 Supervisor Training $80 Face to Face, Phone, Group
John Dallimore Fremantle 0437 087 119 COA of Supervision (CCC) B. Couns B. Appl. Psych $90 Face to Face, Phone, Group
TASMANIA

David Hayden Howrah 0417 581 699 Dip. Prof. Couns. Prof. Sup (AIPC) $80 Face to Face, Phone, Group
NORTHERN TERRITORY

Rian Rombouts Parap 08 8981 8030 Dip Mental Health, Dip Clin Hypno, Supervisor Trg $88 Face to Face, Phone
Margaret Lambert Brinkin 08 8945 9588 $80 ind

0414 459 585 Dip.T, B.Ed, Grad.Dip.Arts, Grad.Dip.Psych., B.Beh.Sc.(Hons). $120 group Face to Face, Phone, Group
SINGAPORE

Hoong Wee Min Singapore 65 9624 5885 MA Social Science, Supervisor Trng $100 Face to Face & Group 



For the past 15 years, writing dispassionate academic
articles has been relatively easy for me. In more recent
times, I have turned my attention to producing more
subjective clinical case studies with some moderate
success. But now, to try to capture and share the truly
personal transformative experiences of trekking in an
exotic (impoverished, yet stunning) country is
probably beyond my expertise. However, as I say to
my patients, “you don’t really know what you are
capable of until you try,” and “it might be difficult but
it ain’t impossible.” I am taking my own medicine and
finding it to be a bitter pill. 
How do I encapsulate the magnificence of the Nepal
Himalaya? Where do I begin to describe the abject
poverty of the streets? Who can express the bonds
developed and encounters experienced on trek? What
part of the vibrant and pulsating Thamel markets do
I mention? Who’d be interested in reading about the
putrid stench that grew on the streets after weeks of
uncollected city garbage rotting in huge masses? How
do I describe the generosity of being a stranger
welcomed into someone’s one-room home where a
flower and a mandarin is all that is offered, because
that’s all they have to give? (A veritable National
Geographic moment!) Why try to write about that
which is intangible, in the heart, not the head? 
These things are the dilemmas that immobilised my
writing. Yet simultaneously and paradoxically, this
enabled me to give some of the essence of Nepal as
well as a snapshot of my trekking experience. The
reality is, I forged new friends through shared
adversity. I have hundreds of photos enabling me a
fond reminiscing, a few trinkets that take me back to
prove I did something truly special. These tokens
remind me I have changed, but the truth is I don’t
need my experience to be understood by another.
However, what I can do is offer some musings and
facts, especially given the interest and generosity of
ACA members expressed in the donations I received
to take to the disadvantaged kids of isolated Nepal
(over $5,000). 
In the late 1970’s, post-high school, my friends
travelled to one of two places: Europe or the Indian
subcontinent. It was either the obligatory lightening-
fast alcohol-fuelled tour of the UK, Spain, France,
Germany, and Italy, or the much more relaxed
alternative trek through India and Nepal. With my
Italian heritage, sophisticated Europe was a given for
my holidays. The under-developed world (a.k.a.
“emerging economies!”) remained a long away behind
that familial interest. That was, until last year when
my friend Jeff Kottler made me an offer I didn’t
refuse. “Come trek with me in the most beautiful
country, help some needy kids, and I guarantee you a
life-changing experience,” he urged. 
So I went. 
If Jeff had not told me a little of the realities of Nepal,
stepping off the plane at Kathmandu’s Tribhuvan
airport would have been an even more harrowing and
exciting experience that it was. Almost non-existent
customs and immigration procedures were alarming.
The disorganisation in the baggage claim, chaotic
yelling and frenetic gestures in the taxi areas, followed
by bedlam in the car park and a mad drive into town
was almost traumatic. Welcome to Nepal. 

The pandemonium and exuberance continued in the
streets of Kathmandu: pollution; squalor; car horns;
claves, goats and neglected dogs; rubbish; vintage
scooters; religious structures; baffles motorcycles; a
cacophony of dialects; overladen taxis and buses;
colourful headdresses; ubiquitous dirt and dust;
pungent foods; broken footpaths and roads; small
artisan workshops; rooftop clothes-lines; beggars;
illness, deformity and homelessness all overwhelmed
my senses. Sometimes I couldn’t breath. At other
times I couldn’t stop smiling at the craziness and
diversity. 
I started my Nepal experience staying at the Radisson
Hotel in Kathmandu as a way of acclimating to the
country, and finished off at the Shangri-La Resort in
Pokhara to rest in comfort before leaving the country,
but the accommodations on trek were at the other
end of the spectrum when compared to those
salubrious lodgings. On trek we stayed in very modest
inexpensive guesthouses, in Besi Sahar, Ngadi and
Bahundanda, where I had an individual room and
everyone shared the one squat toilet. Bathrooms don’t
exist at these guesthouses and I easily became
accustomed to not shaving or showering over a week.
We trekked for about 6 hours each day, stopping for
morning tea, lunch, and afternoon tea. Needless to
say, after the flavoursome and satisfying evening feast
(a noodle or rice meal), it was early into the sleeping
bag as exhaustion had set in! Although we trekked up
to Syange and expected to overnight further along,
rock-blasting on the trail made further trekking quite
hazardous for our group, so we returned a day early
and changed plans accordingly. One thing you need
to be in Nepal is very willing to go with the flow.
Additonally I visited Swoyambhu and Bhaktapur
near Kathmandu, and Sarangot near Pokhara, for the
most amazing sunrise over the Himalaya one could
ever imagine. 
Nepal is one of the poorest nations on earth, with the
average person earning about $1 per day. Life
expectancy is not even 60 years. Most people eat
only two meals a day consisting of dhal bat (some
rice with a ladle of watery lentil soup). As a first-time
trekker, the most powerful image of a visit to Nepal
was not the immaculate panorama, but rather the
weather-beaten porters carrying double their body
weight on their backs and heads, the grubby faces of
the delightful children in villages, their smiles huge as
they asked for a “pen, pen, pen,” and the knowledge
that life hasn’t improved much over time for these
people. It is a wild and wonderful, beautiful and brutal
country that has captured the imagination of many for
centuries. In the remote villages, if someone has a
major medical predicament, and there is not enough
time to walk a couple of days to the nearest five-hour
bus trip into the city, they die. Nepal has one of the
highest infant and maternal mortality rates in the
world. It ranks among the worst in health services
with 90% of the population without access to
adequate medical care. As a therapist it was
noteworthy to me that there is only one
psychologist/psychiatrist per million people. In
addition to widespread malnutrition and infectious
diseases, HIV is an ever-increasing epidemic. Sex
slavers kidnap or buy young girls in remote areas and
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The (69828)
Certificate IV in
Counselling
Supervision is a
self-directed
learning program
for experienced
counselors
interested in
supervising other
counselors.

NATIONALLY ACCREDITED TRAINING
The (69828) Certificate IV in Counselling
Supervision is a self-directed learning program
for experienced counselors interested in
supervising other counselors. It embraces the
methodology of learning delivery which
empowers you, as the learner in the learning
process by giving you flexibility in options as to
when, where and how you can best learn to
develop and demonstrate competency in this
qualifications. 

DELIVERY MODES
TThhee  WWoorrkksshhoopp  LLeeaarrnniinngg  MMooddeell   --  suited to
those who enjoy learning with peers in an
interactive learning environment with adult
learning principles and accelerated learning
techniques.
TThhee  WWoorrkkppllaaccee  LLeeaarrnniinngg  MMooddeell   --  suited to
those who are working as counselling supervisors
and want to gain formal qualifications within
their workplace.   
TThhee  DDiissttaannccee  LLeeaarrnniinngg  MMooddeell   ((DDLL))  --
suited to those who are unable to attend the
Workshop and/or Workplace Learning Programs
due employment, distance or time. 
TThhee  RReeccooggnniitt iioonn  ooff  PPrriioorr  LLeeaarrnniinngg  ((RRPPLL))
--  suited to those who have extensive experience
in counselling supervision and are able to
demonstrate competency via their workplace
experience. 

COURSE CONTENT
1. Working within a counselling supervision

framework
2. Issues in Supervision 
3. Supervision Interventions
4. Self Evaluation
5. Supervision Tools/Instruments

STUDY MATERIALS
We provide the required learning materials to
complete your studies. The course recourses are
designed to assist your comprehension, research
skills and other skills relating to counselling
supervision and counselling supervision models,
to enable you to confidently and competently
perform counselling supervision.

ASSESSMENT
Assessments of your competency against the
required Units of Competency include: 
1. Demonstration
2. Observation 
3. Questioning (oral/written)
4. Authenticated evidence of relevant work

experience and/or formal/informal learning.
5. Written assignments/projects 

RESULTS TRAINING AUSTRALIA (RTO #
60098)
Basa Education and Counselling Services
(BECS), is working in partnership with Results
Training Australia a Registered Training
Organisation (RTO # 60098) who will issue the
Certificate IV in Counselling Supervision to those
who demonstrate competency in this course.”

AUSTRALIAN COUNSELLING
ASSOCIATION (ACA)
The Australian Counselling Association (ACA),
has approved and accepted this course as an
appropriate accredited level of training for their
counselling supervisors. 

EEsssseennttiiaall   eennttrryy  ccrrii tteerriiaa  sseett  bbyy  AACCAA  --
Extensive experience as a counsellor – clinical
level practitioner with a minimum of 6 yrs
experience and having a minimum of 100 of
counselling supervision. 

BOOKINGS AND ENQUIRIES
Basa Education & Counselling Services 
ABN 80 098 797 105
OOffffiiccee:: Level 2/441 South Rd. Moorabbin
PPoossttaall  AAddddrreessss:: - GPO Box 359 Chelsea 

Vic 3196
TTeelleepphhoonnee:: 03 9772 1940 
MMoobbiillee:: 0418 387 982
EEmmaaiill:: info@becsonline.com.au
WWeebb:: www.becsonline.com.au
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Course Designer & Developer: Veronika Basa
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transport them to brothels where men believe that
having sex with a virgin will cure their AIDS and other
STDs. Annually, around 7,000 girls, 7 to 24 years
old, are trafficked from Nepal to India and the Gulf
countries. After years of captivity, the girls potentially
return to the villages where they invariably pass the
infection to others. 
It is within this context the Madhav Ghimire
Foundation was established by Jeffrey Kottler, a
Californian Psychologist and university academic, and
Nepalis Dr Kiran Regmi, a Gynecologist and
Obstetrician, and Digumber Piya, a community
worker and philanthropist businessman, to provide
educational opportunities for girls who are at great
risk. It is a very grassroots organisation, composed of
volunteers who wish to improve the plight of young
women in neglected territories. They have no office,
no staff, and thankfully few expenses, so virtually all
donations go directly to the education and wellbeing
of girls. 
Academically capable girls from poor families, in
the lowest caste, from remote areas are identified by
school personnel. The academic fees, uniforms,
school supplies, and books are taken care of by the
foundation, so long as the girls continue to perform in
their studies. A mere $100 per year provides for a
girl’s education. Supplying monetary assistance to
schools is hardly enough. Each girl’s family is also
visited, several times each year, by foundation team
members. The team provides support, supervision,
counselling, and mentoring. 
When we visited these homes, we took Polaroid
photos of the girls—many of whom had never seen a
photo of themselves—and we conveyed to the village
residents that the girls were being honoured. This
ensured community and peer pressure that would help
to keep the girls with their family and in school. The
ultimate goal of this powerful social pressure is to
foster a generation of women health professionals,
educators, and leaders for Nepal, from the local
communities. 
Jeff’s trekking group prior to ours, experienced
meeting 6-year old twin girls whose father died of
AIDS. Their mother had subsequently been cut-off
from the extended family because she was of a low
caste. This woman, who already had symptoms and
would eventually die, walked her children daily 2 hours
through 2 mountain passes to get them to school. She

then rested by the edge of town until they were
finished at the end of the day, and then walked them
home, another 2 hour trek. This was their life.
Education is so valued. She was pleased and
surprised to know that a married couple in Spain send
enough money to support her family and have vowed
to continue to do so after she died. Charity makes a
difference. We make a difference. 
Some enduring memories I took from Nepal include
seeing monkeys in the wild and travelling on Yeti
Airlines from Pokhara to Kathmandu. I was humbled
by the guard of honour formed for us at one of the
school visits, and by the girls dancing and the boys
singing. The poor villagers had so much self-respect
despite their tiny houses. At night, the stars were
incredible in the pitch-black sky. I felt tremendous
satisfaction when I showed students how to throw a
Frisbee and I learned that a little money goes a long
way in the lives of the Nepalis, and they appreciated it
in an incomprehensible way. But what I remember
most vividly, what is etched into my brain, are the
angelic (dirty) faces of the kids. 
The scholarship program is named in honour of
Madhav Ghimire (Kiran’s father), the National Poet
of Nepal, who has awakened his nation with a
message of peace during a time of huge political
conflict and instability. Although Ghimire is one of
Nepal’s national treasures, he grew up as a child with
few educational opportunities. It has been his
compassion for similar children which led him to
write about the struggles of his people and offer hope.
The guiding mission of the Ghimire Foundation is to
raise funds from individuals and organisations to assist
the children in rural Nepal to improve the quality of
their lives and provide opportunities for the future.
Since the founders, administrative staff, and many
trekkers like me, volunteer time, resources and
expertise, there are few costs and minimal overheads
with 90% of money donated going directly to the
children’s education. The foundation is currently
supporting over 60 children in six villages and will
increase this number significantly in coming years,
expanding the opportunities to other regions. The
Ghimire Foundation is a charity that is supported
totally from contributions and volunteer efforts. Some
additional information can be found on the foundation
website: www.ghimirefoundation.org
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II   WWaanntt   aa  WWoorrkksshheeeett   aanndd  II
WWaanntt  ii tt   NNooww!!
Here’s one for all those
Microsoft Excel users who find
themselves constantly going to
the Insert menu, Worksheet
option every time they need

another worksheet.  Instead, why not try this keyboard
solution - simply hold down the Shift key and the
press the F11 key and a new worksheet is added to
your workbook.
Also, if you’re an Excel 2007 user, you’ll find that
they have added a handy little tab within your
worksheet that will add a worksheet with just one
single click.

Does your monitor go black after 15 minutes of
not using your computer? The reason this is
happening, is because the Windows operating system
has a power management setting, which tells your
monitor to shut off after a specified amount of time. If
you don’t want it to shut your monitor off, you can
change it by following the instructions below. 
1. Click the Start button then choose Control

Panel.
2. Click on the Performance and Maintenance link,

and then click on the Power Options link. 
3. Click to the right of the Turn off monitor drop

down box and select the amount of time you want
the computer to wait before shutting off the
monitor and, if you don’t want it to shut off at all,
select that option. 

CCAAPPTTCCHHAA  TTeess tt ss
CAPTCHA is actually an acronym for ‘Completely
Automated Public Turing (the inventor’s name) test to
tell Computers and Humans Apart. No wonder it has
an acronym!!  Everybody would have come across this
at some point (particularly if you shop online) and it
occurs when a website stops you and asks that you
type in a series of letters and numbers in order to
continue. The code you have to copy is sometimes
distorted or it will have a design behind it that makes
it a little harder to read.  They are mainly used for

security, especially on Web sites that require you to
enter in your personal information only humans can
type in the right code and continue on, so that really
helps in keeping you safe. 

KKeeyybbooaarrdd iinngg  SSyymmbbooll ss
Because of a function known as AutoCorrect (found
under the Tools Menu in Word), you can automatically
create symbols such as © or ® - and here’s how:
• Type left bracket, then the letter ‘c’ then right

bracket – up pops ©
• Type left bracket, then the letter ‘r’ then right

bracket – up pops ®
• Type left bracket, then the letters ‘t’ then ‘m’

followed by the right bracket – up pops™
• Type colon then a left bracket - so that’s : then (

and up pops a sad face?.
• Type colon then a right bracket - so that’s : then )

and up pops a smiley face?.

AAnnootthheerr  NNeeww  IInnii tt iiaatt iivvee  ffrroomm  GGooooggllee
You have to hand it to the folks at Google, they work
hard to come with new things to try and this one is
another beauty – Google Movie Search.  Like most
Internet users you would check on online for movies,
but of course you need to shop around various
websites for various cinemas.  Well not anymore.  Go
to www.google.com.au and in the search box simply
type the word ‘movies’ and click search.  The next
thing you see is a movie search feature which asks
you to type in your postcode, so it can search for
movies in and around your area.  A list of movies,
their times and locations appears, so you can easily
work out what is on and when.  
The NetGuide magazine have awarded the Raising
Children Network website their ‘site of the year
award, visit it at www.raisingchildren.net.au.  The aim
of the site, which is funded by the Australian federal
government, is to provide up to date information to
help parents raising children, with sections for
newborns, toddlers and school-aged children, which
sections on aspects such as health, nutrition, play,
learning and discipline.
Please note that all Internet addresses were correct
at the time of submission to the ACA and that
neither Angela Lewis nor the ACA gain any
financial benefit from the publication of these site
addresses.  Readers are advised that websites
addresses in this newsletter are provided for
information and learning purposes, and to ensure
our member base is kept aware of current issues
related to technology.
AngelaLewis@optusnet.com.au.

ACA
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Apparently, for
many therapists
there is only so
long they can do
this sort of work.

DO WHAT YOU HAVE
PASSION FOR
Over the past 22 years when I
have worked as a counsellor, there
have been a number of occasions I
have experienced a spark of
recognition when I realise that
what I am saying is also applying
to myself. I have recently had
another of those occasions. I

frequently talk to people who are feeling like their
passion for their work has significantly reduced.
Something that has been a large part of their identity
for so many years is no longer as rewarding. I
encourage them to either change their attitude or to
take action to make their work more satisfying or get
themselves into another workplace.
For a period of time, I too have been feeling like I am
not gaining the same sense of satisfaction from parts
of my work as I once did. Although the vast majority
of my clients are a real joy to work with, to be honest,
there are some who are very hard work. Apparently,
for many therapists there is only so long they can do
this sort of work. You can get to a point where you
have heard too many sad stories. Clinical
Psychologist, Dr. John Barletta, in an article he
contributed to the Summer 2007 edition of
Counselling Australia, said that he tries to avoid
working with adolescents who he finds are not really
interested in the counselling process. He jokes that he
only sees people who are over 35, university-
educated, and working.
Am I burnt out? I don’t believe so. Is it that my
practice is suffering enormously from the introduction
of Mental Health Care Plans? The figures for my
practice indicate that the counselling part of my
business is still doing well. I think it is more that what
was once motivating for me has changed. So now I
have to again practise what I preach. What will I be
doing? I will be continuing in private practice, but
focusing primarily on the clinical supervision I provide
for counsellors and the mentoring I do for other
private practitioners. I will also be expanding my
seminars and on-line learning programs. Is this an
easy change? Absolutely not. I am moving away from
counselling which has been part of my identity for a
long time. While the closing of one door brings with it
a little sadness, the new focus is challenging and
exciting.
I am very fortunate to have the support of my wife,
Christy, who has said she believes in my ability to do
what it takes. Christy has also said she has given me
as long as I need to refocus my business on those
things I have energy for. You can see she has given
me a solid gold response. Often when we have the
support of good people around us, it becomes easier
to move into unfamiliar territory. I am also fortunate
that one of my colleagues, Shirley Cornish, will be
taking over the counselling part of my practice.
Having worked with Shirley for some time, I am
confident my counselling clients will be well taken care
of.

Apart from support people, I think each of us have
other strengths and attitudes we can draw on as we
decide to make changes. For me, I am drawing on my
faith which helps me take some risks. I am also
known for being a hard worker (sometimes too hard
working) so I will focusing this energy. Most
importantly, it is vital to have an attitude, a way of
thinking, that helps you to do what needs to be done.
One of mine is that we only have one shot at this life
and we may as well enjoy what we do for a living.
Does this mean you can take risks without feeling
concerned? Not at all. But the good thing about stress
is that it can motivate you to do what needs to be
done, provided you do not succumb to the temptation
to simply worry and do nothing. Some of you will be
surprised at my decision to refocus my business. I am
hoping the majority of you will be applauding the fact
that I am prepared to take action. There are too many
people who put up with feeling not well-satisfied in
their work for too long, to the point where they
become sick, miserable or burnt-out.
So let me put the challenge also to you. Are you
enjoying your work at present or is there room for
improvement? If so, it can help to identify those
aspects of your work you most enjoy as well as those
parts you enjoy least. What steps can you take to do
more of the work you enjoy? What will you need to
think that will help you to take action? And
importantly, who is there in your life who can support
you with the changes you need to make? Holding
yourself accountable to another person can help you
to stay on track. If you need a good supervisor or
mentor, I know where you can find one.

ACA

Private Practice with Ken Warren
Ken Warren mentors counsellors to succeed in private practice. He also provides clinical supervision and
runs seminars on range of topics for counsellors throughout Australia. Download a copy of his free e-book
on private practice through his websitewww.kenwarren.com.au

Notice from Complaints
Committee

DEREGISTRATION
MMRR  RROOBBEERRTT  SSCCOOTTTT
1. Withdrawal of Honorary Membership status.
2. Deregistration from ACA as a Counsellor.
MMRRSS  LL  CCRROOSSSS
1. Deregistration from ACA and is no longer

entitled to any of the benefits and privileges of
ACA membership.

COMPLETION OF PROBATION
CCoouunnsseelllloorr  MMSS  ZZoollkkoovveerr, having successfully
completed a period of probation, is held to be
once again a member in good standing and
entitled to all rights and privileges of ACA
membership.

AADDRRIIAANN  HHEELLLLWWIIGG
CChhaaiirr  AACCAA  CCoommppllaaiinnttss  TTrr ii bbuunnaa ll



TThhee  GGrreeaatt  FFiieelldd  ––  SSoouull   aatt
PPllaayy  iinn  aa  CCoonnsscciioouuss  UUnniivveerrssee
James, John PhD, 2007
Energy & Psychology Press, Elite
Books, USA
As a person who has
experienced the deep and
profound connection to the
Great Field I have found John
James’s book, The Great Field
– Soul at Play in a Conscious Universe,
to be a fascinating read that validates my own
experience. This book has given me further insight
into the scientific wisdom of biology and astronomy
that underpins my spiritual connection with the Great
Field. John has woven a tapestry inclusive of the
wisdom of the heart and the intellect of the brain to
develop the ‘witness’ through which we are able to
journey beyond our five senses, beyond our mind and
beyond our emotion to connect to the source, ‘The
Great Field.’
The Great Field refreshingly describes the experience
that defies description, which is beyond words. In the
words of Carl Jung, “This is bliss, I thought. This
cannot be described: it is too beautiful.” John
demonstrates that we can all ‘return home again, each
being fundamentally linked with ordinary human
nature.’ I have born witness to numerous people in
therapy experience the miracle of Grace, as I have
done and as John writes, “The experience is more
intense than any ordinary moment, and is so much
more real than everyday events that we know it is true
– nothing else compares.”
This book is a must read for all experiential therapists.
Reviewed by Ron Cruickshank 

LLiivviinngg  wwiitthh  BBiippoollaarr::   AA  GGuuiiddee
ttoo  uunnddeerrss ttaanndd iinngg  aanndd
mmaannaaggiinngg  tthhee  dd ii ssoorrdd ee rr
By Lesley Berk, Michael Berk,
David Castle, Sue Lauder
“Living with Bipolar” is a
practical guide for people who
experience cycles of manic and
depressive moods and provides
useful information for those
close to them.  The book offers clear
descriptive information of the different degrees of
severity of manic and depressive experiences and
includes useful first person accounts of what helped
along their journeys of recovery.  While it also
discusses useful interventions like mood stabilizing
medication, psychotherapy and lifestyle changes, the
authors nonetheless emphasize diagnostic
classification and tend to trumpet the medical model’s
assumptions and practices.  Since my training as a
counsellor included a healthy dose of psychology
alongside social work perspectives, I can appreciate
the medicalized language and the evidence based
treatments. However, when the authors state that:
“Depression is not something you are, it is
something you have.  It is not your fault any more
than having an illness like asthma is your fault.” 
I do hesitate to recommend this book to clients on the

basis that the labeling voices drown out any possibility
for other hopeful ways of understanding human
challenges other than as a “mental illness.”
Unfortunately, the book stresses the need to accept
the experience as an illness.  Although the authors do
warn against equating the label with the total person,
it seems impossible to avoid this extension.  
However, while I tend to view the diagnostic
assumption as a limited view of the client’s
experiences and not a necessary ingredient for a
positive therapeutic outcome, this is not a case of
throwing the baby out with the bath water.  I would
recommend this book to professional counsellors as a
practical resource for managing the often
uncontrollable manic and depressive states with the
understanding that clients do not need a diagnosis to
take control of their lives.  I was enthusiastic about the
empirical enquiry, particularly the information around
strategies in developing and maintaining a healthy
lifestyle.  The authors highlight the importance of
routines and structure in daily living and offer an
abundance of practical information on building
personal management plans for topics that range
from creating good sleep habits to dealing with
negative thoughts, and includes essential relationship
skills for friends and relatives.
Reviewed by Yasuyo Anne Whitla
B.A., M.A. Counselling

TThhoouugghhttss  ffoorr  TThheerraappiissttss
RReeff lleecctt iioonnss  oonn  tthhee  AArrtt  ooff
hheeaa ll iinngg..
Written by Bernard Schwartz
and John V Flowers. Footprint
Books 2008.
Bernard Schwarz and John
Flowers, who both have
extensive experience as
practitioners and teachers of
therapy, have collaborated to
produce a small gem containing their knowledge of
the practice of psychotherapy /counselling. 
There are 8 chapters devoted to different aspects of
therapy. Each chapter contains salient quotations,
reflections and advice on the topic and a short
illustrative example or case. The layout is particularly
clear and easy to read. Some of the topics covered
include the healing relationship, the characteristics and
the actions of the healer and healing the deeper
wounds.
The space devoted to each topic is brief but packed
with clear practical useable guidance. For example
when dealing with the topic of trauma, (pp.80-83) the
writers describe likely symptoms and provide some
suggestions for therapists about treatment. Many
suggestions in the book seem like common sense to
me, for example emphasizing clients’ strengths and
resources rather than deficits (p.59), however for
some therapists this might be an unfamiliar way to
conduct therapy and open up new options in how
they behave with clients.
The final chapter discusses 4 other influences in
therapy today, neurobiology, eastern or Buddhist
techniques constructivist therapy and resource based
therapy.
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Living with Bipolar:
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Thoughts for
Therapists

Reflections on the
Art of healing.

By Bernard
Schwartz and John

V Flowers.

Book Reviews



Although I initially thought this book was too brief to
deal with issues relating to therapy in any depth a
more careful reading revealed to me a book full of
sound but not simplistic guidance on the complex art
of therapy. There is a recommended reading list and
an extensive reference list for those wanting to read in
more depth on a given topic. This book would be
ideal for the busy therapist who needs to be mindful of
principles of good counselling practice, and to be
nourished by new thoughts or options.
Reviewed by Helen Sanderson.

HHuummaann  VVaalluueess   aanndd  EEtthhiiccss   iinn
tthhee  wwoorrkkppllaaccee

Written by Glenn Martin

The concept of ethics is
concerned with moral principles
of what could be considered
‘right or ‘wrong’ and ethics are
in turn influenced by human
values.  Values means different things
to different people, however in a positive sense some
desirable values might be honesty, integrity,
responsibility, respect and tolerance.  Businesses the
world over are following the current trend of
presenting themselves as supporters of corporate
social responsibility and it is fairly standard for an
organisation to publsh ethics and values statements.
However marrying the words ‘business’ and ‘ethics’
creates an oxymoron in the minds of  some people,
given  the over-riding concern of business is to
maximise its gains and this may (and often is), at the
expense of others.
For anyone that wants to dig deeper into the
behaviours of people and organisations and what
motivates them to develop a personal or corporate set
of ethics, Glenn Martin’s book takes a timely look at
how people (specifically in the workplace), deal with
this sensitive subject.  A key component of the book is
the presentation of what he terms the ‘Values
Evolution Model’, which uses a model of the person
based on core human values and describes how the
world views of both individuals and corporations
influence a person’s behaviours.  While Glenn does
not claim to provide a perscription for ‘always doing
right’, he brings the reader some food for thought on
the many aspects of how to be an ethical person in
the workplace including a review  of the
contemporary business environment,  discussion
around how those who are not managers might deal
with making descisions ethically, as well as a chapter
ethical leadership and in organisations.
Those involved in the counselling take the concept of
ethics very seriously, so a book addressing how
human values and ethics can operate in the workplace
should provide interesting food for thought to those in
the industry. I enjoyed reading the book and
recognised the writer’s heartfelt passion and belief in
how a positive approach to ethics in the workplace
can lead to better quality relationships and higher
performance.
The book is self published which is also a personal
acheivement for Glenn and can be purchasd via his
website: www.ethicsandvalues.com.au
Reviewed by Angela Lewis

GGrreemmll iinnss  ooff  tthhee  MMiinndd  --  PPSSHH  TThheerraappyy  ffoorr
SSuubbccoonnsscc iioouuss  CChhaannggee
Written by Dr Lindsay Duncan
Over the past decade PSH
Therapy (Private Subconscious-
mind Healing) has established
itself as a brief and effective
therapeutic approach for many
human problems not responsive
to other therapies. As one of the
earliest PSH practitioners and a
former academic, Lindsay
Duncan is well-qualified to lead the
reader through an exploration of its history and
practice. His very readable style of writing with the
generous use of case studies throughout, and boxed
summaries at the end of each chapter, makes the
subject matter easily accessible. 
This is not a DIY book, nor is it an academic text, but
it will appeal to a wide readership. Therapists will
enjoy the clarification of where and how PSH sits in
the context of other therapies. Trainee therapists will
benefit especially from the coverage of the
subconscious mind and its role in healing emotional
damage. People searching for answers to their
problems will find it easy to decide if PSH is suitable
for them amidst the overwhelming range of other
available therapies. And the general reader will
become more informed about topics from Mesmer to
managing stress, drug-free therapy, toxic families,
hypnosis, self-esteem, and many other areas related to
the subconscious mind. 
One of the most appealing qualities of this book is
Lindsay’s ability to draw on everyday metaphors from
life to illustrate his point. For example, a basic
premise for PSH that differentiates it from other
therapies is that it works at the cause level rather than
treating the external symptom. This is compared with
rubbing cream on a skin rash that is caused by diet, or
shifting the chairs on the Titanic. In another section
on accessing subconscious awarenesses through PSH
he compares it with having someone’s name on the
tip of your tongue, or the presence of off food in the
refrigerator registering somewhere at the back of your
mind through the sense of smell before the conscious
mind realises some action is needed.
As therapists or clients, we all wonder why we
sometimes don’t get the results we would like in
therapy. Gremlins of the Mind makes no claims that
PSH is the perfect therapy. The very practical chapter
called ‘What is PSH Therapy and How Does it Feel?’
is balanced by a later chapter called ‘When Therapy
Fails’ which discusses some of the reasons that any
therapy, including PSH, may let us down. The case
studies also clearly demonstrate our individual
differences and varying responses to therapy. As well
as demonstrating the wide application of PSH they
serve as the glue that links the more theoretical
sections of the book.
Overall, this book is a very enjoyable read. The style is
easy and very informative; I can thoroughly
recommend it to aspiring hypnotherapists and
professionals alike. 
Reviewed by Lyndall Briggs (President ASCH) 
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AA  PPaarreennttss  GGuuiiddee  TToo  LLeeaarrnn iinngg
DD ii ffff iiccuull tt iieess  ––  hhooww  ttoo  hheellpp
yyoouurr   cchhii lldd
Written by Peter Westwood.
The many years of experience,
research and help that Peter
Westwood has dedicated towards
helping students with learning
challenges is evident in this
book.  Not only does Westwood
show a sensitive understanding
towards the turmoil being experienced by children
who are finding difficulty in certain areas of learning,
but he also provides parents/caregivers with
information, guidelines and useful resources.
The author’s sensitivities evolve from his own
experiences as a child with learning challenges and
associated anti-social behaviours. After identifying
developmental areas that impact on the student’s
ability to grasp concepts, understand phonetic
coding/decoding or an inability to be able to
concentrate and build new information on already
learned structures, Westwood provides solutions.
Disabilities discussed, that affect a child’s ability to
learn include vision loss, hearing impairment, physical
disabilities, and cognitive impairment associated with
autism.  Specific learning difficulties and attention
Deficit (Hyperactivity) Disorder are also discussed.
Several chapters are dedicated towards moving
towards learning successes. The first one of these is: -
General Principles of effective teaching. This
chapter enables parents to be proactive and positive,
because it equips them with information that gives
them control in decisions about their child’s education.
So often, as I have found parents feel at a loss – not
knowing where to get help, or what to do for the
better. Westwood provides them with ideas on how to
gradually withdraw support from the students, what to
expect from a home tutor, ways to question the child
to “test” their understanding, and what to do to
reinforce what they have already learnt.  And
importantly, Westward promotes encouragement.
Basic reading knowledge and knowing how to identify
reading readiness give parents/caregivers skills to
assess their own child’s understanding of the reading
concept.  Westwood concentrates on reading skills in
two chapters, and stresses the necessity of reading to
children to model the process of what most of us do
silently every day.  A brief outline of the Prompt,
Pause, Praise method of encouragement (p68) when
listening to children read, demonstrates to parents an
invaluable skill they can use while listening to reading.
All chapters provide Key Points for Parents.  I
recommend Westwood’s book to tutors, teachers and
counsellors.  These frontline people are most often
aware of the frustrating dilemma and emotional
turmoil that impacts parents and caregivers who have
children with learning difficulties.  This book moves
parents/caregivers into a powerful position.  It also
aligns parental teaching skills with those most often
used in schools. Instead of not knowing what to do
when their child cannot cope with writing, reading,
spelling or mathematics, parents will now be able to
positively, encouragingly, and with confidence help
them.  
Review by Stephanie Wotzke

CCaassee  IInncc iiddeennttss   iinn
CCoouunnssee ll ll iinngg  ffoorr
II nn tt ee rrnnaatt iioonnaa ll   TTrraannss ii tt iioonnss
((22000088))
Written by Nancy Arthur and
Paul Pedersen (eds).
This book shows there is
definitely a great need for
counsellors who are culturally
sensitive to the complex needs
of those working and/or studying
internationally and the many transition challenges they
face. The book is useful not only for counsellors,
international students and workers but for those
alongside them such as faculty, staff, families and
friends. From my own experience of living abroad, I
found it comforting to apply the theoretical
frameworks retrospectively and to be able to relate to
others’ personal accounts. 
The case studies and reader reflection questions raise
many multi-layered and varied issues. Respect for
multiculturalism and cultural empathy are vital
qualities. One of the early case studies highlights the
need for culturally appropriate responses in difficult
circumstances. This means that the sojourner needs to
have prior knowledge of the new culture to avoid
misunderstandings that may threaten the newcomer’s
integration into the host community. 
Other areas for consideration may also include: career
and/or study transitions - checking if qualifications and
employment training transfer between cultures, family
relocation, trauma, health concerns, grief and loss,
migrant and refugee experiences,  language barriers,
identity issues, accessing supports and maintaining
long-distance connections while networking to create
new ones, and exploration of strengths required to
successfully manage the adjustment process.
Sojourners are often not prepared for the culture
shock and stress of entering a host country and
particularly for the reverse culture shock of re-entering
their home country. Family and friends may also be
surprised by the changes in expatriates and this may
add further stress.
This book has the potential to generate stimulating
discussion amongst counsellors and others involved in
international transitions.
Review by Ann Maree Billings.

NNaa tt uu rree  aanndd  tthhee  HHuummaann  SSoouull
Written by Bill Plotkin
Bill Plotkin’s essential and indepth
model offers a navigation for
personal transformation through
nature-based “soulwork”.   His
Eco-soulcentric Model offers a
template for psycho-social,
ecological and spiritual
development.   This work draws
on his almost 30 years as
psychologist, depth-psychologist, eco-therapist
and wilderness guide.   Plotkin charts a journey
through the 3 realms of consciousness, firstly the
underworld (descent to soul – becoming lost),
middleworld (the everyday, waking identity – our ego)

A Parents Guide To
Learning

Difficulties – how
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By Peter Westwood

Case Incidents in
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Transitions (2008)

By Nancy Arthur
and Paul Pedersen

Nature and the
Human Soul

By Bill Plotkin

A PARENTSGUIDE TOLEARNINGDIFFICULTIES – HOW TOHELP YOUR
CHILD



and upperworld (where spirit, unity, grace and
emptiness reside and the conscious self is
transcended).
Depth psychologists maintain that nature is psyche.
We are of nature and there is no separation from it.
As such, environmental illness is seen as a symptom
of individual pathologies (failure of personal
development) which is generated by disordered human
relationship with nature.   The book’s premise is that
without grounding in nature, pathology and self-
destruction result.   As Father Thomas Berry talks of
spiritual “autism” brought around by the breaking of
the great conversation with nature so does Bill
Plotkin’s model expose the detrimental processes
engaged in by our “patho-adolescent” society. 
Plotkin’s elegantly descriptive work offers an insightful
and richly layered model for the whole of life.   His
influences are extensive – Maslow, Jung, Hillman,
Erikson, Piaget, Joseph Campbell, TS Elliott, Thomas
Berry, Hinduism, Buddism, Judaism, Islam and
Christianity to name a few.   Understanding of each
detailed layer is further enhanced by a contrasting
model of undesirable egocentric stages of
development.  For example, the first stage of
“Innocence” describes parenting and raising children
in a soulcentric tradition rather than in entitlement
and obedience training.  Each stage encompasses two
developmental tasks, one aligned with culture and one
with nature.   These can be undertaken at any stage
of life.    Plotkin’s view is that the majority of
humanity’s development is arrested in stage 3 where
we create a secure and authentic social self.
Complete the tasks and you become whole and reach
your fullest potential.  
It is an essential read for any therapist interested in
guiding clients in the journey of embodying one’s soul
(inhabiting our ultimate place).   The book offers a
wealth of information, guidelines and resources to
assist a therapist with each of the developmental tasks
required for each stage.  It is indepth and challenging
and not at all aligned with a brief or solution focused
therapeutic approach.   There is much that can be
gleaned from every page of Nature and the Human
Soul.       
Reviewed by Tess van den Bergh

PPooiinntt   LLaasstt   SSeeeenn
Written by Ricky Hunter 
Ricky Hunter's novel tackles the
enormous task of presenting both
an autobiographical account of
her childhood abduction, abusive
marriage and struggle with her
sexual identity, as well as a
detailed mentoring account of
her steps toward recovery from
the physical and psychological
trauma she continues to suffer as a result. 
I battled with this book. Personal accounts of abuse
and recovery are rare and valuable both to the general
public and to the counsellor, and I wanted very much
to find the value in this particular narrative. Part of my
struggle stemmed from the difficulty of finding a focus
in the account. The writing is unclear, especially in the
area of the author's felt experience. Rarely does she
manage to use her own language to let us into her
world. Instead, she uses quotes from other texts, often
recovery literature, to describe her experience. As a
reader I was left without a real connection to the
author, and hence a significant difficulty of making
sense of how the world was and is for her. 
However, because the writing forces us to see a world
essentially from the outside, there is real clinical
insight to be gleaned here, especially for the
counsellor. As I worked to make sense of the effect of
her childhood abduction and the violence she suffered
at the hands of her husband and her subsequent
escape and efforts to heal, the importance of her
sexual identity came more to the fore. Her poignant
description of her inability to accept her lesbianism
because of her family's prejudice and her
fundamentalist Christian faith, speaks through this
story of the enormous importance of accepting and
being accepted for who we are. The lack of this
acceptance runs through this novel as a kind of
hidden signpost quietly directing our attention to a
core issue of identity that is central to the experience
both of survival and recovery from trauma. I wish her
all the best on her continued journey.
Reviewed by Zoe Krupka

ACA
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COLLEEN HIRST – “You Said What!?”
Exploring The Communication Variable In
Intimate Relationships
Colleen Hirst is a registered psychologist, with a Masters
degree in Family Therapy. She has been a practicing
counsellor for over 28 years and is currently in private
practice based in Merrylands, NSW. This presentation will
be interactive and fun!

JO-ANNE BAKER – “Key Ingredients To
Making A Relationship Work”
Jo-Anne will discuss the key ingredients that make a
relationship work. Her focus will be on imparting
techniques and tools that she has found successful in her
own practice. Jo-Anne will discuss how couples can
priorities their relationship, develop better skills in
understanding one another and how conflict can work
successfully with good communication. Using case
studies she will also look at how a couple can spice up
their sex life, what are the key factors essential to have an
on-going loving relationship and also how relationships
change as we age.

LIDY SEYSENER – “T.A. In
Relationships and Game Therapy”
Lidy has twenty years experience as a
Counsellor/Psychotherapist. She is also a Transactional
Analyst, Hypnotherapist, NLP Master Practitioner and
Family Law Mediator.
This presentation will focus on the way Lidy works with
couples from a T.A. perspective, focusing on the ‘Five
Phases of Relationship’ and on ‘The Games People in
Relationships Play’. Lidy will also share with you her
most recent book – ‘Relationships – A Couple’s Journey’

MARY MCGUINESS “16 Different
Personality Types  -  16 Different Ways of
Relating”
Mary McGuiness has 21 years of experience teaching
about personality theory and training professionals to use
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. She is the founding Director
of the Institute for Type Development, a national training

organisation that provides Accreditation in the use of the
Myers-Briggs Type Indicator. Mary is an international
keynote speaker and has published three books. In this
session we will explore the personality types described by
Carl Jung and Isabel Myers, focusing on how each type
communicates and how each deals with conflict. There
will be some interactive exercises designed to provide
insights into how to enhance the quality of relationships.

THE AUSTRALIAN SOCIETY 
OF 

CLINICAL HYPNOTHERAPISTS

ONE DAY
WORKSHOP
18th October, 2008

RREELLAATTIIOONNSSHHIIPPSS

Time 9am registration for 
9.30am start

Date 18th October, 2008

R.S.V.P. 8th October, 2008

Venue Ryde Eastwood Leagues Club
117 Rydale Road, West Ryde 

Cost Member Early Bird – for
cheques arriving before 8th
Oct $65.00

Member $85.00

Non Member Early Bird –
cheques arriving before 8th
Oct $85.00

Non Member $105.00

NB. Membership rates apply to ASCH
members only.

Please make all cheques payable to the ASCH and post to

Wendy Bunning  
51 Nalya Road  Berowra Heights

NSW 2082
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PO BOX 88
Grange QLD 4051

Thomas Street
Grange Qld 4051

telephone: 1300 784 333
facsimile: 07 3356 4709
email: aca@theaca.net.au
web: www.theaca.net.au

For on line membership information and 

details about . . . 

the AAssssoocciiaattiioonn  ffoorr  CCoouunnsseelllloorrss  iinn  AAuussttrraalliiaa

please visit the 

ACA Website
at

http://www.theaca.net.au
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“Now they want to

regulate Christmas”




